New faculty residents
move into dorms
By KATTLIN McCAFFERTY
SrAFF WRITER

PH OTO BY JEFF NICHOLS / THE COLBY ECHO

Members of the Colby Outing Club reach the top of Maine. Taking advantage ofth e last f e w days of summer weather, students
climbed to th e summit ofMa ine 's highes t point, Mt. Katahdin. See the full story on page 5.

Securi ty , police investigating use
of 'date rape' dru g on campus
By RYAN DAVIS
NEWS EDITOR

Thursday, Sept. 28 a student
reported possibly being drugged at
a patty on campus over the weekend of Sept. 23. Although no sexual assault took p lace, the
Department of Security, and the
Waterville Police Department
believe that the student was put
under the influence of a "date
rape " or sedating drug. An investigation into the incident is currently
underway.
"We did a little bit of research
on some narcotics that it sounds
like and we came up with some
club drugs and some other things,"
said Director of Security Pete
Chenevert. According to their
research, the drug could have been
rohypnol ("roofies "), GHB ("easy
lay") or ketamine ("Special K").
These three drugs are sedatives
and are commonly d issolved in
drinks. After 20 to 30 minutes, the
victim begins to feel the effects of
the drug, which last for several
houis. They are knocked out or
rendered incapable of remembering or controlling what is going on

around them. To other people, victims of such drugs appear to be
heavily intoxicated. In many cases,
the v ict ims a re then sexual y
assaulted, as they are no longer
able to put up a fi ght.
The victim at Colby was not sexually
assaulted.
Otherwise,
Chenevert said, "that appears to be
what mi ght have happened, but
we can't be absolutely sure...we're
investigating."
Due to information he has
received from the Deputy Chief of
the Waterville police, "Iknow for a
fact that GHB is in the Waterville
area," Chenevert said. "I want students to be aware that these sorts
of things can happen and that they
need to protect each other,"
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Colby students sing a
song, sing out loud ,
and sing out strong in
the Spa.

I MERMAID:

Zack Kahn suggests
that everyone ren t a
good, old-f ashioned
Disneymovie.
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Securit y Update
No arrests in dorm theft

case

On Aug. 23 and 24, more than $1000
in cash was stolen from student rooms
in nine separate incidents. As of Sept.
30, no arrests have been made in the
case. According to Director of Security
Fete Chenevert , an investigation by the
Department of Security produced a
suspect , and the investigation was
turned over to the Waterville Police
Department.
Since the police took over the case,
"I haven't heard anything back yet,"
said Chenevert. "I would say the
chances of catching someone on that
are pretty slim because it is cash, so
thafs going to be a hard one. But no
one's been arrested at this time and the
Waterville police are working on that. "

Waterville man warned in

jogg ing harassment incident

The man who jumped out of the
bushes along the three-mile loop and
chased a female staff member on Sept.
18 has been giving a warning by the
Waterville Police Department, according to Chenevert. He will not be
charged with any crime in relation to
the incident.
The police "know who that individual is" said Chenevert. "He's been on
campus before, He usually collects bottles. We've had to chase him off campus from the dumpsters. They know
who it is, so they're going to be talking
to him and giving him a warning. So I
would say thafs pretty much closed."
— Compiled by Ryan Dnvis

NEWS EDITOR
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See FACULTY, continued

By RYAN DAVIS

Without one, stu dents' Napster use
will continue to slow
down Colby's server

•»

Chenevert notes that it is still Ln the
early stages. Still, "we may never
find the individual. Evidently, it
happened at a function where
there were a lot of people in and
out. It's going to be hard to narrow
it down or track it down. So we
may never find the individual in
this case;"but I just want students
to be aware of it."
If the perpetrator in this case is
caught, he will most likely face a
charge for possession of the drug
as w ell as several other charges
relating to the incident.
"It depend s on what the police
come up with for charges," said
Chenvert. This will -depend on factors such as the amount of the drug
in the individual's possession and
what his intent was.
"I'd like to find the individual
who> did it, obviousl y, so we're
going to be working on that," said
Chenevert. "It just really bothers
me that this type of thing could be
happening on our campus."
Anyone with information that
may be helpful to the case is asked
to contact Security at x3345, or the
Waterville Police Department at
872-5551.

for our oldest daughter."
Campbell and Kim have already
hosted one event for their dorm. They
had a sushi night where Kim demonstrated how to roll sushi and anyone in
the dorm could roll their own sushi.
Kim and Campbell prepared all of the
ingredients and the miso soup that
went along with the sushi.
Head resident of the Heights Jess
Knight '03 said, "I feel like our faculty
residents are really interested in being
included in the dorm activities."
DeSombre is living on the first floor
of Foss. DeSombre decided to become
a faculty resident because "I really like
my students. They seem like cool people in their lives outside of school... I
wanted an opportunity to see that
aspect of their lives."
DeSombre decided, after graduating from Oberlin College in Ohio, that
she "really believed in the liberal arts
program where teaching really matters, where I know the students and
may impact their lives in some way."
She is making an impact on her
"lively neighbors," by starting a book
discussion group. The book that they
have been reading is called "The Man
Who Ate Everything." Last week her

Alfond parking lot to be designated for seniors only

UPGRADE:
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Precautions to take against
being drugged at a party include
keeping beverages attended at all
times, not taking any beverages
from someone you do not know
w ell or trust, not accepting open
containers from anyone, paying
attention to the behavior of friends,
and asking friends to watch butipr
you.According tb safety advisories
posted around campus, "anyone
extremely intoxicated after consuming only a smal amount of
alcohol may be in danger."
If students "feel they've been
d rugged, obviously they should
get help right away at the health
center," said Chenevert. Victims
should then notify Security or the
Waterville Police Department "so
that we can do some follow-up
investigation and try to narrow it
down. If we find someone who's
maybe selling this stuff or what
may be happening.
"We've got to get information
out to students," he said. "We were
lucky in this case: there was no
assault. But that's what this stuff is
used for, for sexual assaults."
The investiga tion has not yet
produced any leads, although

Five new faculty residents have
moved into the dorms this year,
Director of Band Activities : Eric
Thomas, Assistant Professor of French
Andre Siamundele,Assistant Professor
of Environmental Studies and
Government
Beth
DeSomlre,
Assistant Professor of Sociology Alec
Campbell, and Faculty Fellow in
American Studies Heidi Kim have al
dedded to live in the dormitories this
year.
Faculty residents have been in existence for "approximately 20 years,"
said Associate Dean of Students for
Residential Life Ron Hammond, who
is in charge of the faculty resident program. Members of Colby's faculty take
up residence in a dorm for one year.
This year there are seven faculty
apartments on campus and three staff
member apartments. The faculty residents are available on check-in day to
meet the students and their families.
They also go to the hall council meetings in the dorms, attend a formal
planning dinner at the beginning of
each semester to plan dorm activities,
and are a part of the students' lives.
"Many of the faculty residents host
study breaks and other educational
projects, too," said Hammond.
Campbell and Kim, along with
their two children, now reside in the
faculty apartment in the Heights.
"We thought it would be a good
time to find out about students outside
of the classroom," said Campbell.
Living in the Heights has been "basically good, so far so good," he added.
Kim and Campbell have a two-yearold daughter and an infant. "The interaction with the students has been great
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Increasin g complaints about the
unavailabilit y of parking spaces in
the Harold and Bibb y Alfond
Residence Complex parking lot has
led SGA, the Dean of Students office
and the Department of Securit y to
develop a plan allowing only senior s
to park in the lot. The plan, once
implemented , will allow all member s
of the senior class to park at Alfond ,
not just those who llye in the apart ments,
The move is in response to a
growing number of students from
the Heights and Hillside using the lot
and Alfond residents having difficulty finding parking spaces. There are
currentl y 95 spaces in the lot and, 1212
students living in the senior apartments.
"We 're J ust trying to alleviate
some of the pressure /' said Director
¦
JEPF NICHOLS / TUB COLBY BCHO
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of Security Pete Chenevert ,
only.
seniors
soon
to
be
designated
for
apar
tments,
The
parking
lot
at
the
Alfond
senior
According to Chenever t, new
parking regulation sheets are curCindy Rosenbaum '01 was more
rently being print ed and a sign
Accoidlng to Chenevert , the deci- claims that the senior apartments ar e
'".
informing students of the change will sion was made to allow all seniors In off-campus living when the custodial enthusiastic ,
lie put up soon. In a few weeks, the lot becau se "thejr don't want to staff comes In to clean, the hallway s.
"I think if s positive because many
seniors will be issued parking per- discourage other seniors from going
"I think l( It' s an off-Camp us seniors have other obligations they
mits, Anyone found wlthbu t¦{ a permit up and being at (lie Alfond apart- house, the park ing lot should be for need to get to, like stude nt teaching
in tho Alfond lot will btf given a fine
men ts, They want to be able to have the residents of that house," she said, or other jobs , It' s kind of a hike to
: ¦¦ , :
qtyld.,.. A y A ;' ' A^ : ' '. ;
all- the seniors up there and oncour- drawing an anatogy to students who have to go to Bobs or Hillside nt 7:00
"I Kppe to have e^ewUilng |n sg*then) to come lo. the apartmen ts," Have apartments In town , "I really In the morning. "
place by the end ' df ) Oiic^or," ¦ Alfond resid ent Yuki Kodera '01 didn 't understand the logic (of allowOn the other hand , "it could be a
Chenvert said, ^t' s going to be hard , vf«» ambivalent about the switch, v
ing other people to use the Alfond negative in giving seniors too much
to enforce,, lint, once we fcflVft the ,;,i i, '% do Itfnd ..pf , underst and, " she lot)." She is glnd, however, that the privile ge," she said , "Some peop le
stickois and we'v» |]wtW :iludent«
;\'V
sMd . ''I ' gu«ss It 's a cofnprpmlse to wnto ra ^bnly policy will limit the think that everyone should have the
thnt lt will be wniorfl only, then we say If »¦'' lifparWr ijj lot for ¦enlors ," number ¦ of people
can use the same access, but I don't think It will
; J ' Still; she wonders about the College's Ibtr ' ' ' ¦ - . ',¦ ., ¦ • ! ¦•who
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Colby Skeleton Crew
courts deat h for fun
By BROOKE FITZSIMM ONS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Four students armed in
Carhaits, leather gloves, day-glo
orange lifejackets, and old kayaking helmets held together with duct
tape, make their way up to the
senior apartments. Colby security
officers shoot them strange looks
probably wondering, that's funny,
where's their boat?
But to those in the know, Laura
Wilcox '01, Paul Dante "01, Tom
Dohlie-Evanson '01 and Mitch
Hauptman '01 are the first members of the Colby Skeleton Crew,
Colby's- first recreational skeletoning club, whichis exactly like street
luge, only wijh a more dangerous
twist - going down head first.
"If s a big joke," said Hauptman,
explaining that the goal of the CSC
isn't a quest for hardcore danger,
but rather a slightly frightening
adrenaline rush, "We don't say stuff
to each other like, 'if you're not living on the edge you're taking up
too much space.' Or before we start
a run, if one of us is frightened and
asks what the chances of survival
are, we don't say that 'on a low
enough time scale everyone's survival rate drops to zero.' That's not
what happens, it's just a big toy, a
big dangerous toy."
The idea for the CSC came about
around two weeks ago, when Dante
and Hauptman were watching a
television advertisement for a $90
sled on rollers that could be used
on the grass. Dante and Hauptman
decided they could build one of
their own, and called Wilcox and
Dohlie-Evanson to help with the
construction.
The four convened in the furniture graveyard located in the back
of the Physical Plant Department,
and found most of the supplies
they would need. In an hour, they
had produced a wooden box with
wheels sporting borrowed yellow
canoe cushions from the Outing
Club, their very own skeleton with
the potential for some serious
speed ranging around 35 miles per
hour down some of the hills on
campu s,
, The CSC has three ba sic routes
}hat they consider prime for skeleton ing.
| «We went f rom th e apartments
j iown pa st Dana nnd from the
apartments down Chapel Hill,
which Is a reall y har d ono to do
because you have to turn on the
hill, When the grass is slick, you
Allde and then, there's trees and
Walkways and stuff ," said
Hauptman. "That was actually my
first nin and 1missed the trees by
about six inches and I was going
too fast to fall off on the pavement.
i.v" "We also do the Heights down to
tovejoy, but that's basically all the
fet bod routes on campus that we
tould think oif because there's not a
people
and we don 't want to
lot' of
¦ '
'
¦' ¦
i > . • •'
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go into traffic.
According to the CSC, one of the
best runs was lost when the sod
was ripped up on campus. They
would start at the senior apartments, slide down the path
between the Health Center and
Dana, and end up by Mary Low.
They described how if you hit the
hill above the Dana stairs hard
enough, both skeleton and rider
can get a little bit of air.
In the two weeks since the CSC
started, they have experienced
"very few accidents, and when you
do fall off if doesn't hurt because
you are only six inches off the
ground and you're wearing all this
protective stuff. I hit the pavement
hard enough that I slid for 15 feet
on my side and it didn't hurt at all,
but my jacket smelled like burning
rubber," said Hauptman.
"Paul Dante actually had the
most immaculate crash. We were
doing the run from the Heights
down towards Lovejoy, and right
before you hit the steps of Lovejoy
you hang a left into the grass there.
Paul hung the left a little too hard,
slid off the cart and hit the curb.
Then the cart slid into him and
pirouetted into the air, He was fine,
it was hilarious, and there was a big
group of drunk kids watching us
who thought It was pretty funny."
The CSC can be found skeletoning at night and also during the
day, and while they don't have a
schedule set up, they tend to do
runs a few times a week when they
get bored with their homework,
They do take precautions for
safety in addition to the lifejackets
an d helmets that h ave become their
trademark.
Though m any who h ave seen
them in action a ssume that they
would have to be drunk to try this,
the group never skeletons while
drinking, but instead they j oke that
"speed's our drug."
In addition, while one person is
getting ready to do a run, the others
are positioned throughout the
course with borrowed walkietalkies to give traffic warnings in
advance,
The CSC is not yet an off icial
club and they like that they represent an underground movement in
extreme sports at Colby. Still, they
talk about getting an official sponsor in the future, such as an offcampus house or faculty department at Colby that would like the
yellow skeleton to bear its name.
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Correction:
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In last week's cover stor y, the call letters of WMHB were erro
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neotisly transposed , ¦¦The Echo
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By CAM DUFTY

* Oak Fellow Mondragon
to speak toni ght*
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Napster continues to chew up Colby bandwidth

^

Although banned at 40 percent
of U.S. colleges and universities,
Napster is still a popular program
on Mayflower HOI. According to
Raymond Phillips, Director of
Information Technology Services,
there's no reason to believe that it
will not stay that way.
"A lot of universities blocked
access and then backed off because
of students reactions. We don't
want to censor things. Napster represents recreational use of a network," Phillips said.
Colleges and universities all
over the country have been caught
up in _he legal and ethical controversies associated with Napster.
Yale University, Indiana University,
and University of Southern
California were named as codefendants in the first version of a suit
against Napster filed last April by
artists Dr. Dre and Metallica.
"The universities have elected
not to block access to Napster, commenting that their only problem is a
potential drain on their limited
bandwidth availability, no doubt
caused by the massive ongoing
thefts of musicians' intellectual
property," read the lawsuit.
As a result, all three schools
began blocking Napster and were
subsequently dropped from the
suit. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Stanford University,
and the University of Virginia,
among others, have been resolute in
allowing their students access to
Napster, even after receiving letters
from the attorneys representing
Metallica and Dr. Dre. These letters
didn't explicitly threaten a suit
against the -universities, but did
urge them to block access to the
music-swapping software. Also
included was a copy of the lawsuit
filed against Napster, which has an
open placeholder for drawing new
universities into the legal fire.
The
Recording
Industry
Association of America (RIAA) has
also filed suit against Napster. They
contend that Napster is contributing to massive numbers of copyright violations on the part of the
service's members. The case was
recently brought before the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in San
Francisco.

This lawsuit is currently focused
only on Napster itself, but under
copyright law, parties found to
have aided in violations carried out
by others can be held liable through
"contributory infringement," a stipulation that could theoretically
threaten schools such as Colby,who
have chosen not to restrict access to
Napster.
The RIAA has said that if it loses
its bid to dissolve Napster as a
whole, it would explore the option
of prosecuting individual Napster
users. These individual users could
possibly include Colby students
who use the program, like Elizabeth
Jackson '03.
"I've downloaded about 800 or
so songs, usually from CDs that I
already have, just for ease of listening, and then songs from CDs that I
wouldn't buy—if I just like that one
song," said Jackson.
For the RIAA to track down specific people who have violated specific artists' copyrights would be
time-consuming and expensive and
all to be met with the likelihood that
students would not have enough
money to pay damages.
Even with the lawsuits, and the
fact that many artists see the use of
Napster as an essential theft of their
work, the service is as popular as
ever.
"I don't feel too bad about using
Napster, because buying CDs is
such a rip off, and if I can get something for free now and then, I'll definitely take advantage of the oppor-*
tunity," said Jackson.
"If Britney Spears and the
Backstreet Boys can whore themselves to the McDonalds giant for
money, which they already have
enough of, my guilt is eased. Not
that I would want any of their
music, they suck," said Car a
Franken '03.
Franken uses the most popular
Macintosh equivalent to Napster-

Macster. Though run by different
companies for different computer
systems, Napster and Macster are
essentially the same in purpose.
Macster has so far avoided the litigation problems plaguing Napster;
but if Napster goes down Macster
would follow close behind.
As well as having potential legal
downsides, Napster is one of the
most common causes for gridlock
in Colby's Internet connection. In a
Sept. 26 all-campus e-mail, Phillips
outlined the effect that Napster
(and other high bandwidth operations) has on network speed and
availability.
"When many people running
Napster saturate the network,
nobody can use it for any purpose,
including academic research for a
class. Recreational network use of
this kind has now, as you well
know, effectively eliminated the
possibility of academic use of the
Internet from the residence halls,"
read the e-mail.
Phillips said, "It's hard to obtain
good numbers" to measure if the
all-campus e-mail has had any
effect on student internet use, but
he hopes that "we as a comnumity
can understand what the impact of
that kind of use is, and limit use of
those kind of applications."
ITS has no way of discovering
exactly how much of Colby's network is devoted to Napster at one
time, but student complaints on
network speed and availability, as
well as high-user traffic, has given
them cause for concern.
"Even if blocking Napster was a
consideration, we don't have any
good tools for blocking it, and even
if we did, there sure other things as
well. We're concerned with any
high bandwidth operations, like
videoconferencing. Napster is part
of a more general problem," said
Phillips.

The amazing true stor y of
the Roberts Union bell
By BLISS MARGARET

WOOLMINGTON
STAFP WRITER

Have you ever wondered, on
your way to the gym, the story
behind the bell that hangs from the
north porch of Roberts Union? The
history of the bell is a colorful one,
involving Paul Revere, a Civil War
hero, numerous pranks, a mysterious disappearance, and the Queen of
England.
According to Ernest Cummings
Marriner's "The History of Colby
College," a bit of mystery surrounds
the bell, It was manufactured In 1824
AMITY BURR / THE COLBY ECHO
by Paul Revere's son, Joseph, in the Ask not for whom the Roberts bell tolls, it tolls for Mule footbal l
Revere foundry, The bell bears the
inscription, "Paul Revere and Son" was smuggled off campus by The Harvard students then in turn
and the date "1824." According to sleigh," reads the plaque.
shipped the bell to the University of
the Revere Foundry company
According to Smith, Benjamin Virginia. Eventually, Colby hired a
records, however, only two bells Butler, who graduated in 1838 (and private detective who found the Bell
were made in 1824: one weigh ing later went on to command Union in a crate on the docks of a New York
392 pounds, and one weighing 408 troops In the Civil War and become City harbor, The bell was on a vessel
pounds.
military commander of the captured about to set sail for London and
"The mystery is caused by the city of New Orleans), once tied up addressed to "Her Gracious Majesty,
fact that while the Colby bell is cer- the clapper of the Revere Bell,
Victoria , Queen of England,
tainly authentic and is clearly dated
"Records show that when that Defender, etc, Windsor Castle,
1824, it weighs approxima tely 700 didn't work, he petitioned to be let Engl a n d, C.O.D."
pounds," wiote Marriner. "Either out of the chapel," said Smith,
The bell was rescued and now
the Colby bell somehow escaped
In his book, Marriner wrote, hangs fr om the second story of
listing at the foundry, or what is "(Butler) told how he had pleaded to Roberts Union,
more likely, it is a recast of an older be excused from chapel on the
bell, using the metal of that bell and groun d that, since the Calvinist docadding new metal,"
trine of predestination taught that
Whatever the reason, the "Revere the ratio of the saved to the damned
Bell" as it is commonly referred to, was small , and that certainly all the Continu ed from page 1
has been a part of Colby since at faculty must be among the saved,his
least 1824-the first reference to the chance of bei ng within the elect was book group taste tested water from difbell in Colby records.
so small that no amount of chapel ferent parts of campus, this week they
"(The bell) Is one of only about attendance would do him any ate trying three foods that they have
100 true Revere bells left in the coun- good,"
never tried before.
try," said Earl H, Smith, Dean of the
DeSombre brought her puppy,
Smith said Colby records still
College.
to live in Foss.
Sophie,
show that Butler was suspended in
Smith said the Revere Bell was 1835,
"The students come by to visit her
used on the old Colby campus in
"The faculty voted 'Freshman and take her on walks. I think it is good
downtown Waterville to call stu- Butler be excused from absence till for students who miss their pets to
dents to morning chapel, According the eleventh of the month,'" said come and interact with a puppy," said
to a plaque in Roberts Union, the Smith.
DeSombre,
bell was also used to call students to
One part of being a faculty resident
"It played a vital role in the colclasses for 150 years on the old cam- lege day-to-day schedule from 1824 that DeSombre docs not enjoy is "seepus. ,
until 1952 when it was transferred ing the side of the student body that I
"For this reason, students were from the towor of South College to do not respect; the side that pulled the
not always fond of it," he said.
the Mayflower Hill campus," reads fire alarm four times over one weekThere are numerous stories about the plaque,
end," she said. But she is impressed by
the Revere Boll in college records,
Perhaps most amazing Is the die students' abilities to compromise
The bell was a victim of, "(dous- Revere Bell's disappearance in 1880. on noise issues, "Thoy werevery willing*) In the Kennebec River and The 700-pound bell was taken by ing to work towards an agreement. It
midnight .ptanka by exam-weary Colby's own students and shipped made me feel good about Colby stustudents. On one adventure,the bell to the sophomore class at Harvard. dents."
' _.

"Understanding die Colombian
Crisis: Reflections from a Life of
Human Rights Work" is the title of
the first address by Hector HJernan
Mondragon Baez, this year's fellow
of the Oak Institute for the Study of
International Human Rights at Colby.
Mondragon will speak tonight at
7:30 p.m. in the Robins Room of
Roberts Union.
For more than 30 years,
Mondragon has worked to securethe
environmental, economic, and cultural survival of indigenous groups,
peasants and the urban poor in
Colombia.
An
economist,
Mondragon has endured torture and
repeated death threats for his efforts
on behalf of Colombia's dispossessed
people.
An extensive article about
Mondragon's work was published in
the Sept. 21issue of the Echo.
•Family Homecoming
Weekend events set*
Friday, Oct. 6, through Sunday,
Oct. 8, is Family Homecoming
Weekend at Colby. Here is a list of
some events that may be of interest to
you or your parents.
At 8 p.m. Friday, John J. &
Cornelia V. Gibson Professor and
Chair of History Richard Moss will
present the inaugural lecture of the
John J. and Cornelia V.Gibson Chair
in History. "The Rise and Fall of the
American Country Club" will be presented in the RobinsRoom of Roberts
Building.
From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday,
the Colby Craft Fair will be held in
the field house of the Harold Alfond
Athletic Center. The work of more
than 85 crafteis will be featured.
At 10:45ajn.Saturday,Lee Family
Professor of English Cedric Bryant
will present "Beginnings and
Endings: The Narrative Practice of
Reading and Writing Backwards" in
Room 100 of Lovejoy.
At 12:30 p,m. Saturday,Assodate
Professor of Chemistry D. Whitney
King will present "Good OldFashioned Chemical Magic to the
Magic of Modern Chemistry: The
Story of Alchemy to Rational Drug
Design" in Room 105 of Keyes.
At 4:30 p.ni. Saturday,Jian-liYang,
a major leader of the Chinese democracy movement, will be the guest lecturer for the 2000 Ralph J. Bunche
Symposium. The lecture will be in the
Page Commons Room of Cotter
Union. Jian-li was protesting in
TiananmenSquare in 1989 when hundreds of unarmed pro-democracy
students were massacred.
The Colby Museum of Art will
also be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on Saturday and noon to 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday.

• Pianist Pompa -Baldi to
perform at Colb y Oct. 7*
Pianist Antonio Pompa-Baldi will
perform on Saturday,Oct. 7. The concert will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lorimer
Chapel and is part of ihe 2000-01
Music at Colby concert series.
Pompa-Baldi's talents as a pianist
have earned him recognition worldwide. He has performed since the age
of 12 and has given recitals and concerto performances internationally,
including in Italy, France and
Germany. In 1999, Pompa-Baldi was
the first-prize winner in the
Cleveland International Piano
Competition.
A native of Foggia, Italy, PompaBaldi began to play the piano at the
age of 4. In 1993, he graduated from
the Conservatorio U. Giordano, and
later continued his studies at the
Academia Internazionale Aldo
Ciccolini in THnitapoli and also at the
Academia Internazionale F.Ferrara at
Altomonte.

FACU LTY: residents move in
Noise seems to be the biggest drawback of being a faculty resident,
DeSombre said, "(to be a faculty resident) you must have a reasonable tolerance for noise."
Campbell agreed saying, "if you
worry about noise, this is not for you,
but it is not a problem for us,"
"The students really like (the faculty residentprogram)," said Hammond;
"They always mention it in senior exit
interviews,"
"The faculty residents , arc wally
cool people. They come over to hang
out and just to talk, They are comfortable with the atmosphere, vyhich is
awesome," said Knight,
"The faculty gain an appreciation
for college life, and the students enjoy
it. I think it adds to the Colby experience, It sets Colby apart," said
Hammond,

OpinioiiB Editon Geoff Ward |

Letters

Editorials
Don't take your safety for granted
The possibility that a student had a so-called "date rape" drug placed in her
drink over the weekend is another unsettling reminder that we are not as safe
at Colby as we might like to think. Though it has no doubt been said in this
space many, many times before,just because we all live out here in the middle
of Nowheresville, Maine as opposed to a big dty does not mean that we can
stop worrying about our safety.No matter how many times it is said, however, students do not seem to be getting the message.
So far this year, we have seen a string of nine still-unsolved room thefts, a
strange harassment incident on the three-mileloop,and now this "date rape"
drug inddent. If we learn anything from what has happened here this semester, it should be that we need to take steps to protect ourselves before such
crimes happen. Basic safety precautions such as locking your room when you
are not inside, jogging with friends of refusing to accept drinks from people
you do not know well and trust are far too often laughed off as alarmist or
paranoid. This needs to stop.
Students need to be aware of the safety concerns on campus not simply to
scare them, and not to create sensational news stories in the Echo, but for their
own good. Hopefully,if anything good can come from these disturbing crimes,
it will be that students do more to protert themselves. Weneed to get rid of the
dangerous, ""it won't happen to me" notion prevalent on campus. As we learn
with each crime that happens atop Mayflower Hill, it can happen to you, and
unless you do something to prevent it, it will,
Security does a goodjob of protecting the campus, but there is nothing they
can do to prevent crimes if students don't take the initiativeto safeguard themselves and their friends.

Parking problems need to be
addressed
Parking has become a big problem for seniors in the Alfond Residence
Complex lately with 122 students living in the apartments and only 95 available spaces in the lot. SGA, the Dean of Students office, and Security have
dedded that a quick fix for the situation will be to designate the Alfond lot as
senior parking, which will be enforced by a senior parking sticker.
However, thishardly seems to provide an adequate solution to the current
problem, considering that seniors visiting friends in the apartments and
seniors whom live in the Heights and Hillside will still be taking parking
spaces away from apartment residents.
It seems like the only way avoid the overflow would be to issue senior
apartment residency stickers for overnight parking in the Alfond lot. In addition, off campus students have also been experiencing problems in the commuter parking section. Security no longer seems to ticket cars without off-campus parking stickers that take up the commuter designated spots, a UPS trailer now takes up half of the commuterspots in the Coburn/Mary Low lot, and
this year there are an increased number of students living off campus.
It seems that neither the seniors living in the apartments nor the students
living off-campus should have to fi ght for convenient parking spaces, this
should be something that Colby affords those that have been here for four
years. If the problem is that bad, build more lots.

The two faces of
dive rs ity
Devils
quoting
scripture

education. Mrs. Lieberman probably
won't write books about the perils of
exposing good honest white kids to
non-white culture. Mrs. Cheney has
been doing that for years,
Jeffrey Calareso
But before you congratulate
yourself on being far removed from
that morally vapid debate in the
Imagine a woman telling you
midwest, and the deplorable stance
about her children, Her daughter
of the Republican party, let me
goes to private school, Her son used
remind you about Colby's own
to go to public school, but his pardiversity track record .
ents took him out of there, and
Remember, Colby stands for
placed him in a private school like
diversity.It still says so in our course
his sister. The reason? "That was a
catalogue, boldly and proudly. In
bit more diversity than he could
fact, in a couple of weeks we'll be
handle."
celebrating "the Colby difference" as
This scenario is from a real comBro Adams is inaugurated.
mercial run by the Republican Ideas
I got my invitation to the festiviPolitical Committee in Missouri,
ties. If s covered with snapshots of
where desegregation is presently a
Colby-in-action and in bold letters it
big issue. In 2000. In America.
states: "the COLBY difference, " I
Where we still haven't decided that
looked closely at all the pictures on
people of color are in fact fully
the invitation, I recommend you do
human.
too.
And
then
there's
th e
Now, if you change the football
Bxish/Chpney ticket. One of the very
uniforms in the pictures from blue to
few positive things I can honestly
any other color, imagine the label
say about the Gore/Lieberman tickreading "the BATES difference" or
et is that Senator Lieberman is a reli"the MIDDLEBURY difference." Not
gious minority. His wife, unlike
Lynn Cheney, probably won't take a See DEVILS, continued on
firm stand against multicultural
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Ship Ward to Canada
Geoff Ward's opinion, "Vote Gore:
because there is a difference"
(9/28/00), is so transparently ignorant
that I am inclined to trust the intelligent, intellectually discriminating students of Colby to disregard ihe column
entirely. Be that as it may,I simply cannot allow such absurd pseudo-journalism to go unchallenged. I could annotate each of Mr. Ward's suppositions,
but, again, I trust my dassmatesto recI COULD ANNOTATE
EACH OF MR.
WARD'S SUPPOSITIONS, BUT, AGAIN, I
TRUST MY
CLASSMATES TO
RECOGNIZE HIS
PREPOSTEROUSNESS
FOR WHAT IT IS.
Agnize his preposterousness for what it
is. Instead, I question the judgement of
Mr. Patrick Bernal, Editor in Chief of
the otherwise respectable Colby Echo,
for his decision to publish the column.
A line of standards should have been
explicitly drawn to prevent such rambling, baseless writing from sullying
the reputation of an established weekly publication - especially considering
the difficulty the Echo has had earning
students' respect in past years.
I targe Mr. Bernal to be vigilant in
his pursuit of legitimate journalism. I

appreciate how hard he and his staff
work to complete and print each issue
on schedule, and I understand that
some writers may be overseen less
meticulously than others, especially
when the writer in question is no less
than an editor himself. However,
inanity such as that written by Mr.
Ward only undermines the good work
that the Echo staff does each week. Mr.
Ward may choose not to research his
subject matter. Mr. Bernal may also
choose to give him a week off.
Also, despite my affiliation with ihe
Republican Party, this outrage is not
primarily partisan; the column offended my Democratic friends as well.
Mr. Ward concludeshis column by
threatening to leave the country if Bush
were to win the election - a wholly
unoriginal proposition, as Alec
Baldwin did the same months ago. I
ask Mr. Bernal to join me in saying this
in response: No great loss,
Mark Buschenfeldt '02

Echo only shows nega
tive side of WMHB

On Sept. 28, 2000 the Echo ran an
article on their front page concerning
the suspension of a WMHB radio
show. While the show's suspension is
regrettable, the WMHB Executive
Board is responsiblefor -among other
things - monitoring the content and
quality of all radio shows that we
broadcast. The Board takes its responsibilities seriously and hopes that its
actions will help maintain a high standard for our listeners in the Central
Maine area .

IT IS UNFORTUNATE
THAT THE ECHO HAS
CONTI NUALLY GIVEN

LESS ATTENTION TO
THE POSITIVE
CONTRIBUTIONS MADE
BY WMHB AND
INSTEAD HAVE CHOSEN
ONLY TO HIGHLIGHT
THE NEGATIVE ONES.
While the show's suspension may
have been newsworthy,we at WMHB
would hope that die Echo puts as much
focus on the positive aspects and contributions made by WMHB. For
instance as much emphasis should
have been placed on the station's
return to the airwaves as was given
when WMHB left the air due to an FCC
license problem, Granted, the Echo
acknowledged the fact that WMHB
returned to the airwaves,however the
Echo gave the event little coverage and
seemed to overlook some major events
involving WMHB.
WMHB takes great pride in the contributions that are made to the Colby
and on a larger scale the Waterville
community. For example WMHB
annually runs the largest holiday season food drivefor theWaterville homeless shelter. WMHB also saved
"Loudness" last spring by delivering
Digable Planets to perform what was
an extremely successful event.
Perhaps the most important event that
the Echo didn't cover was WMHB's
record-time return to full power after
returning to the air at a limited
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wattage. Ihe Central Maine Morning,','
Sentinel found this event to be news-]!
worthy enough to run as one of their;!
lead stories on their front page, while.J;
the Echo did NOT even run a story.;!
WMHB also recently began broadcast-'^
ing 24 hours a day and has signed a1;
contract to begin broadcasting to the;
world via the Internet in ihe next;
!
month.
A lot of hard work has gone into'
improving WMHB following the '
rebound from last year's FCC prob-'
lems. It is unfortunate that the Ecto has '
continually given less attention to diepositive contributions made by !
WMHB and instead have chosen only '
to highlight die negativeones. WMHB !
urges the Echo to report on the positive 1
contributions that WMHB makes tol
Colby College and the surrounding;
community.
!
Lee L'Heuieux '03
WMHB Asst. General Manager

"Killing Time" not a ;
reflection of WMHB i
Having read your artide in the;
Echo, "DJs daim censorship," I felt that;
you should be aware of the other side;
of the story as a longtime community
member of WMHB,and Mike Williams
Jr 's [the DJ in question] father. This is
not an easy letter to write for obvious
reasons, but needs to be said. First of
all, I have been at WMHB for 11years,
7 of those an Asst Music Director, I
have also been, at one time, the

See LETTERS, continued
on page 4

Opinions

Football, politics and my self-defense
Ward' s
Word s
Geoff Ward
There are a number of topics I'd
like to discuss today, however at the
top of that list is of course, the 2-0
Colby football team.
Hearing about their 27-24 victory
over Williams in their season opener
impressed me no end. If s not very
often that any team beats Williams at
home, and I was shocked when Colby
did it. But after their victory against
Middlebury this past weekend, I realized I shouldn't have been shocked at
all by the Williams win. This team is
for real,
In the 28-21 win over Middlebury,
I saw a Colby team unlike any I had
ever seen before, confident, poised,
and playing to win. After the dismal
seasons of the past few years, I am
extremely excited for the entire team
and the way they have started off this
season. And I think we all should be.
Apparently there has been some
buzz going around campus about the
football team and how well they've
played, because there was a pretty
good sized crowd at the Middlebury
game. The one thing that disappointed me about this crowd was its lack of
enthusiasm. It was an exciting game,
there were some amazing plays, yet
most of the crowd sat on their hands,
I guess I should probably clear a few
things up, in case there has been some
sort of a misunderstanding. It's OK
to cheer. Really, it is. Your friends
won't make fun of you, and they
might actually join in. You see, sporting events ar« by their very nature
exciting. Therefore if you're at a
sporting event as a spectator, it's nor-

mal for you to get exdted. Sometimes
excitement is shown by cheering,
applause, shouting, etc., these are all
normal things. Don't be afraid to get
into the game you're watching.
But I shouldn't look a gift horse in
the mouth. There were a lot of people
at the game, and I'm very pleased
with that. I hope any of you that
stayed home last weekend will be at
the Wesleyan game this weekend
with your parents. (If your parents
cheer on the team, don't be embarrassed; join in.)
Speaking of cheering for the team,
I hope this renewed interest in the
football team spills over to all the
other sports here at Colby. Go to a
soccer game, or a field hockey game,
or whatever other sport you'd like to
see. The people that play on these
teams aren't strangers, they're in your
classes, and they live in your dorm ,
They're your fellow students, and it
wouldn't hurt to take some time to
support their extracurricular activities, Believe me, they appreciate it.
Changing the subject a little, I'd
like to address the letter to the editor
by Mark Buschnefeldt that is appearing in this week's Echo. In it,
Buschenfeldt apparently disagrees
(calling it transparently ignorant constitutes disagreement, right?) with the
column I wrote last week. Let me first
state that I have no problem with criticism of my work, in fact I welcome it,
I wish more of you would write letters to the editor in which you disagree with the columns I write. As
the Opinions page editor I see the
opinions page as a forum for discussion, not a one way conversation in
which the columnists are the only
voices heard. But please, if you do
write a letter critical of me, at least put
some substance in it. Attack tlie ideas
put forth in the article, don't attack
me personally. Mark, I don't know

you, you don't know me, so why is
the personal attack necessary?
I wrote that article fully expecting
Nader supporters to be angry because
they feel 'he is a viable candidate and
he could bring real change to our
country, and I was hoping for
responses that might outline how he
could accomplish what I think he
can't. I expected similar responses
from Buchanan supporters. I certainly
SPEAKING OF CHEERING FOR THE TEAM, I
HOPE THIS RENEWED
INTEREST IN THE
FOOTBALL TEAM
SPILLS OVER INTO
OTHER SPORTS HERE
AT COLBY.
didn't expect Bush supporters to
agree with what I wrote.
I stated that Bush has basically coopted the Democratic platform and
that in doing so he has endorsed Bill
Clinton's presidency as well as the
candidacy of Al Gore. This is not a
crazy idea, I'm not the first person to
put forth this theory. But my main
point in writing that column was to
dispel notions that Bush and Gore are
the same, I think even Mr.
Buschenfeldt would agree with me on
that point. Which is why I was expecting a letter that stated why Bush is
different from Gore and why Bush is
really at the forefront on the issues in
this campaign. Instead what I got
was a letter chastising the Editor-inChief of this paper for letting me
write.
Now in some ways I can under-

stand that. Buschenfeldt states that he
is a Republican, and I can understand
that he would be -upset about an article that criticizes the Republican presidential candidate. But what amuses
me, and what I'm. sure amuses many
of you, is the irony of this letter. I'll
explain. I am accused of being an
ignorant, pseudo-journalist, with pre-'
posterous suppositions. What is missing from Bushenfeldt's letter is what
my ignorant, preposterous suppose
tions are. He trusts the "intellectually
discriminating students of Colby" to
figure that out for themselves. The
only thing he makes dear in his letter
is that I'm unoriginal because I said
the same thing as Alec Baldwin. Now
I take full responsibility for being
unoriginal and I wholeheartedly
apologize to all of you for that.
But seriously, I trust the students
of Colby,if they write a letter, to clearly state their differences with my
writing. What I find ironic and amusing about this letter is that it illustrates the point I was trying to make
last week quite clearly. It falls in line
with the Republican rhetoric in this
campaign, which is all attack and no
substance. What further amuses me is
the fact that Buschenfeldt finds it
wholly impossible to defend Bush in
any way, You're a Republican, stand
up for your candidate, Tell me why I
should vote for Bush; give me one
good reason.
I trust the intellectually discriminating students of Colby, and people
in general, to pay close attention to
the campaign and to see for themselves why Bush is unelectable and
Gore is the only candidate who can
lead this nation.

Geoff Ward is the Echo Opinions

Editor.
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DEVILS: seek real diversity
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dent of color at Colby college, we're
glad you're here, now please leave
only do many of those schools haive us alone.
Don't believe the hype.
buildings named after Charles A.
Multicultural
education is beneficial
Dana too, but they all look like us 'as
to white people. We've been forcing
well.
Also, if you look right above the our culture down the throats of other
word "difference," there's a picture cultures for five hundred years (just
of Bixler that I swear looks just like a counting African and American culbuilding at Dachau or somewhere tures). If we'd just shut up about the
Western tradition and the merits of a
equally disturbing.
This makes me wonder what is so classical education, and perhaps
different about Colby. Maybe if s realize that just because we as a sodhow hollow our diversity slogans ety learn how to kill and oppress
sound. We loudly proclaim the faster than others and have the
diversity of each incoming dass. We immorality to use those powers, it
don't seem to do the same at com- doesn't make us right, maybe we'd
mencement. I didn't hear Bill Cotter actually be learning something.
Be very careful in dealing With
at last spring's ceremony run off the
list of how many people of color opponents of a truly multicultural
education. They live in a secure enviwere still in the graduating class.
Instead of listing off numbers ronment and feel quite at home here
each September, maybe he ought to at Colby.
They don't all come from the
offer warnings. If you are a student
of color, you will perhaps be actively midwest. You'd be surprised how
recruited; you will be made to feel many live in Massachusetts. I was. I
unwelcome by the white kids; you lived there this summer and saw
will still not be offered a multicultur- them fighting for a new Fenway
al education unless you are an expert Park for rich people. New sports
at weeding through the course offer- complexes these days drain public
ings and can get a professor who funds on a project that only ihe affluteaches such waste before he/she ent can enjoy while the poor lose
resigns due to an intolerable social necessities like housing and public
environment; you will be pho- education. Before you rest assured
tographed and displayed in the that you come from an enlightened
viewbook, on calendars, on invita- place, don 't forget Boston was the
tions;you will be expected to confine first city in America where slaves
your activities to the Pugh Center; were sold. Before you side with your
you will find you are the only ones whiteness, consider history from a
attending voluntary lectures and non-white perspective.
events on radsm and social awareCalareso is a weekly columnist
ness. In summary, if you are a stu- for Jeff
the Echo.
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continued from page 3

2000 Olympics coverage: slower, duller, weaker
The Vast
Wasteland
Ryan Davis
"You 're forgetting what the
Olymp ics are all about' , giving out
medals of beautiful gold, so-so silver
and shameful bronze."
, — From "The Simpsons"
\. Well, there's that, and boring
the TV audience to tears with
things that don't involve giving
out medals of any color, such as
ten-minute commercial breaks,
coverage of maybe two or three
events a night, and teeth-grindingly dull profiles of the athletes. The
2000 Olympics have gotten the
U_west TV ratings since 1968, and I
pay good. Maybe by the time the
2004 Games in Athens roll around,
NBC will have cleaned up its act.
Before I get started, I've been
told there was a TV column on this
topic in last week's Echo, but I
don't remember reading it. Was it
any good?
Anyway, the Olympics are
great. (At least the Summer
Olympics are. I tend to find the
Winter Olympics dull, even without all the made-for-TV distractions.) The best athletes from
around the world gather together
3fo represent their country, engage
in fierce competition and entertain
iintold millions of fans. I can't
help but love all 16 days of them.
*' When American athletes beat
Jhe holy hell out of what Moe from
J'The Simpsons" describes as "you
know, one of dem loser countries,"
forty heart swells with shamelessly
jingoist ic pride,
r- And when I see Marion Tones,
p ennyKrayzelburg or my hometown hero Ian Crocker of
^Portland, Maine up there accepting their gold medals and
mouthing the words to "The StarSpangled Banner," I'm overcome
with a desire to pump my fist in
the air and shout "America is the
best damn country in the worldl"
•' On the other hand , the coverage of the Olympics on NBC this
year, like every year, has been
wretched. They claim to broadcast
more than 400 hours of Olymp ic
Coverage, but if you add up all the
Jtime they spend actually showing
J&vents, my guess is that it would
HI

. ''

amount to less than half that.
Instead, we get acres of commercials, events re-edited into little
packages that highlight only the
successes of the Americans and
the failures of everyone else, and
the worst invention in the history
of sports broadcasting, the
"Olympic Moment."
No matter who the athlete is,
what sport he is competing in, or
how privileged of a life he's lead,
NBC manages to find some crisis
in his lift worthy of heartrending
piano music, vaseline-on-the-lens
soft focus and "a drive to succeed
that overwhelms all else." God

nbc needs to
learn that people
watch the
Olympics to see
sports , not to see
sob stories about
how the ukrainian
shot putter 's pet
rabbit died of
bone cancer in
1974.
help us if the athlete in question is
from a communist nation - you
can bet we'll be subjected to more
footage than your brain will be
able to process of toddlers beginning their Olympic careers before
they can tell the difference
between a gold medal and peanut
butter cookie,
I've read that these piles of
prepackaged goop, which run
about once every two and a half
minutes and interrupt events
whenever something dramatic is
about to happen, are included to
draw in female viewers who
would be turned off by straight
sports coverage. What a crock.
Every girl I know at school hates
these things as much as I do. NBC
needs to learn that people w a tch
the Olympics to see sports, not to
see sob stories about how the
Ukrainian shot putter 's pet rabbit
died of bone cancer in 1974.
Call me heartless , b ut thes e
"Olymp ic Mom ents '' don 't make
me want t o root f or the ir subj ects
any more. I leel like I should, however, lest their defea t be added to

the litanies of tragedies I'll be
forced to hear about when they
return in 2004.
On another note, I've heard
people complain that these particular Olympics are dull because,
since Sydney is 15 hours ahead of
us, "I already know who won." I
have no sympathy for these people. If you don't want to know
who won, don't watch the sports
reports on CNN and don't read
results on the Internet. It's not that
hard.
Nevertheless, NBC has apparently decided to broadcast four,
maybe five events over the course
of the two weeks of the Olympics.
This is in spite of the fact that
there are more that 300 events at
the Games, including modern
pentathlon (swimming, running,
rifle shooting, fencing and horsejumping - how's that for a combination?) badminton, steeplechase
(a track event where there's a big
pool on the other side of the hurdle that the participants have to
run through) and trampolining.
Although I think the 100-meter
dash is still my favorite Olympic
event, trampolining is really making a run for the title. In the iew
minutes I saw of it, I was blown
away by the insane, stare-Deathin-the-face, 15-feet-in-the-air flips
these guys were doing. And in the
audience at the finals, they had
THE GUY WHO INVENTED THE
TRAMPOLINE. He was about 87
years old and was talking about
how this had been his dream since
his invented the contraption during the Depression. The announcers, with characteristically ridiculous hyperbole, commented that
he was living to see the day that
Abner Doubleday and James
Naismith never did. Fabulous TV.
So what if America doesn't do
too well in kayaking, men's field
hockey (!), table tennis, handball
and judo. I bet there are still some
amazing competitions to watch in
those sports. Just pick one team at
random and cheer your heart out
for them. It's fun. "Go, Angola, go!
Beat those Albanian fencing bastards!"
Here's what I'd do if I ran the
Olympics on my as-yet-fictitious
series of television outlets, the
Davis Broadcasting Empire (DBE).
First, only sports...well, and commercials. In order to outbid NBC,
which has secured the rights to
both the Summer and Winter

Olympics for the next 20 years or
so, I'm going to have to spend a lot
of my capital. But, since I'm a
benevolent mogul, I'll make sure
they're all good commercials (in
other words, no talking ducks or
1-800-COLLECT ads).
Second, I'll show 24-hour, live
coverage on four of my cable networks. No prepackaged, heavily
edited fake sports on the DBE. I'm
taking a cue from the Candian
Broadcasting Corporation here,
but I'd improve on their already
superior coverage.
On my broadcast network, I'll
show uncut coverage of the best
events of the day.America win the
gold in 100-meter dash, gymnastics or baseball? You'll see.it here,
in its entirety, medal ceremony
and teary post-victory interviews
included.
Finally, in many respects, the
spotlight will shift from American
athletes (even though they are the

J UST PICK ONE TEAM
AT RANDOM AND
CHEER YOUR HEART

OUT FOR THEM. IT'S
FUN. "GO, ANGOLA ,
GO! BEAT THOSE
A LBANIAN FENCING
BASTARDS!"
best in the world - take a gander at
that medal count, baby) to the
world teams. Focusing on only
one country can get so repetitive.
I for one, would like to hear the
national anthem of Uzbekistan in
prime time.
So that's my Olympic pipe
dream, To be realistic, nothing
even remotely like this will probably ever happen and NBC will
continue to force-feed us garbage
for years to come. But if enough
people like these ideas and rise up
against our network overlords,
maybe someday we can enjoy
Olympic coverage that doesn't
have to settle for shameful bronze.

Ryan Davis is the news editor for
the Echo, He placed 17th in men 's
rapid-f ire pistol shootin g at the 1996
Olympics in Atlanta ,
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LETTERS: WMHB and parties
In summery,the Board of Directors
at WMHB aded in a fair and impartial
Community Program Director. And manner. I have a great respert for the
have issued many warnings to DJs, job Jeff Calereso '01 andLeeL'Heureux
students and community alike. The '03 have done over the past two years.
rules at the station are fairly elemen- Although we have not alwaysseen eye
tary,easy to follow, and allow for a bit to eye on some issues, I respect their
of leeway.
decision to give them a semester off.
In respect to "Killing Time's" show,
Lasdy, I have been a great supportthe rules have been stretched for many er of the student community concept at
years because of the type of music the station for many years and still am.
played [metal], The show was very We learn a great deal from each other,
well done, in a professional manner, students learn many things with the
but the content went over the edge at community contact, and the communitimes. The problem here is not censor- ty learns much about students that
ship; it is failure to follow the simple they would not otherwise. I have
rules of the station and that of the FCC. made many lasting friendships with
Being his father, and the position whom I am still in contact with today.
I'm in at the station, I have advised
The bottom line is that this radio
them and warned them many times station is your [student] station, we are
over the years that some things were here only to assist you and advise you.
not appropriate. After the first warn- It is inddents like this that cause fracing a few weeks ago, when the show tures in this relationship. Hopefull y,
itself received a complaint, the com- the Colby community will see this for
plaint was investigated by station per- what it is, and it will not be a reflection
sonnel and deemed groundless.
on all community DJs. And now you
However, "Killing Time" dfd^haye know the rest of the story.
an unauthorized guest, acMittefeto
such, and was given a wanungV-jJitid of
Mike WilliamsSr.
story? No. As my show precedes
WMHB Asst. Music Director
theirs, I was able to dispense a little,
obviously unwanted advice to both the
Facility Manager
show's DJs. That advice was, "forget
what happened, move on, and don't
responds
make it an issue on your show." I
Hey Colby, my name is Ben Farrell
assumed that they listened.
and I am the facility manager in the
I found out from the station Mgr.
Senior Apartments. In last week's ediJeff Calereso, that they had done a skit tion of the Echo there was a story run
on that Saturday nighf s show, and it about my position,
and for the most
had to do with the person that had
part I believe that it was a •well-written
made the original complaint the week and informative article. However,
previous. It is against station policy to there was a quote in the artide from a
bring personal issues to the air. If that
source that wished to remain
was allowed, every student and com- "unnamed", that I feel I must respond
munity member at the station would
to. This quote says that "half the parbe airing all their personal grudges ties are in Ben's room,
" This is
and dislikes of anyone on the air,
absolutely false for one major reason,
Now lets look at the warnings, because a party is technicall
y anything
Mike Michaelson had four in his foldover 25 people in any one apartment. I
er, Doug Dougins had six in his, ADJ
realize this and always keep the numat the station .can only have a total of ber of
people in our room below this
two and they lose their show. I feel number, therefore while we have had
now that out of respectto me, these DJs social gatherings,we have
had no parwere given much more slack than they ties. I write this to point out to the
should have been given,
Colby community that I am in no way
In not heeding advice given them, abusing my position, and
that the
they have let the community DJs, apartments, while fun, are not a
24/7
WMHB, their listening audience, and party. Thank you for letting me darif
y
themselves down. All those years,
my position
thrown away, just to be the WMHB
clown,
Ben Farreiroi

continued from page 3
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Katahdin:
the
natural
high
:
By SARA BLASK and
BILL McCLO\

ing behind. Luckily,we still had a
3.2-mile warm-up ahead of us to
heat the muscles before we got to
the actual mountain.
An hour and a half later we
arrived at Chimney Pond, complete with outhouses, much to the
excitement of one desperate member. After a brief rest,we set off to
fa ce our f irst challenge , the
Cathedral Trail.
We had our work cut out for us,
but our enthus iasm to summ it
Thoreau 's mystical "Ktaadn, "

ridge that connects Mt. Katahdin
with adjacent Pamela Mountain.
We were al in high spirits, proud
of our accomplishment , f eeling
that we could challenge the best of
any mountain. Many scrapes,
bruises, and skinned knees later,
we descended the Dudley Trail,
signed out of the logbook at a
respect able 3:07 p.m., and slowly
made our w ay back to the parkin g
lot.
We were feel ing high on life
and were already reminiscing
auoui rne znueiioie
0|/UUCU U» Uj ^l ULC
experience of the day.
harder of the two
THE LAST
However, there w as
routes. The climbing
something that kept
was steep, treacher- HOUR OF THE
nud ging the back of
ous, and intimidatDIFFICULT CLIMB our minds. Though
ing above tree line,
we felt our own perwhich had ended at WAS PARTICUsonal victories, for
Chimney Pond. We
some of us it was the
stopped to refuel LARLY REWARDman on t op wh o se t
ourselves after a ING.
the ultimate example
tough two hours ,
of utter perseverand the pitas, peanut
ance. For others, it
butter, bananas, and
crispy M&Ms, had never tasted so was simply the immersion in
good. The summer sausage was nature and the opportunity for
delicious, as always. Less than an our minds to stray away from
hour later we had reached the Colby life.
As the six of us piled back into
summit, which delivered sweeping views of the beautiful Maine our cars , we caravanned ourselves
back down Interstate 95 towards
landscape.
The last hour of the difficult Colby. It was quiet except for the
climb was particularly rewarding. mus ic play ing in the backgrou nd
With each step higher, there were and the sounds ofthe car speeding
better and better views of the in the left lane, leaving others
extensive land below. As we were behind as if they were at a standreveling in the summit views, we still. The last thing on our minds
beheld one of the best views of all. was the impending Screw Your
An older, weathered, but gentle , Roommate Dance - screw that. We
man had just completed six were just delighting in the oppormonths of hiking along the 2,150 tunity to be amongst the comp any
mile Appalachian Trail, of which of good friends and beautiful terMt. Katahdin marks the end. After rain.
a series of cheers from the rest of
It is only a three-hour drive
the climbers, the man stood aside away and it is well worth the gas
fr om the crow d w ith a slight money. Take advantage of y our
smile, recounting his journey and t ime here, go outside into the irrebasking in his personal victory.
placeable Maine wilds and get
The second half of our climb drunk, not with Natty, but with
was along the infamous Knife's nature.
Edge. It is a steep and exposed

CONTRIBUTING WMTERS

Want to break free of the
monotony of drunken hookups
. and sketch y dances at " Colby?
vVhy not go hike a mountain?
•^That's what we did when we
decided to bomb up to 5,267-foot
Mount Katahhin at obscene rates
of speed.
To ensure our eager entrance
into Baxter St ate Park , we decided
to be the first in line for the next
day before the park even closed
. the night before (did you catch
^
that)? We were a bit overanxious
'^ and w ere pol itely asked to return
until at least after the gate had
closed for the night. Out of laziness , we reversed tracks 100 yards
to the closest available parking
spot. Little did we know that we
had driven all the way to the arc^ tic. Boy, was it cold.
j *. After failing our reading comprehension test at the gate the next
morning, with a cruel remark and
sour face from the ranger regarding the "bi g sign that said none
other than, "Turn off your
engines," it was off to the races.
Obviously she was not as excited
h as we were to be up at 5:00 a.m.
Pulling into the parking lot at 5:20
i *. a.m., we readied ourselves for the
,^ day and loaded up our essential
gear, including one empty water
bottle. Though still dark, we were
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, but
Katahdki can do that.
After reviewing our intended
route with the ranger, and noting
, the 3D-niodel that illustrated our
trails as vertical, we signed out
* our party at 6:07 a.m. and headed
<fr. towards Chimney Pond, located at
the base of the mountain. The four
men (two skiers and two mountain bikers) set the early pac e,
leaving the two ladies (a marathon
runner and a tennis player) trail-
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sleepless night it occurred to me that
perhaps f could pick up a few tips fram
some chefs around campus who hide
behind such important titles as professor, coach, dean, or maybe even president. I could invite them up to my
kitchen on the third floor of the senior
apartments, and they could share a
favorite recipe with the Colby community.Perhaps their entreewill have cultural or family root s, or maybe ifs just
something they like to make.
Regardless, a little faculty student contact can be rewardingfor both parties ,
and maybe even interesting to read
about. At the least, my motley crew of
roommates is always looking for something to eat
Look forward to next week when
you can learn the finer point of cooking
from one who is more often seen on the
sidelines, behind a podium, or standing in front of your dassroom. Until
then, enjoy the fin e dining of Foss,
Dana, and Bob's.

Tha i PHO Cfl ^ityr A ^g^T^ME ^fX

Reasonable Rates
Senior Rates

Local A Long Distance
Tired of Waiting ~ "Call Us "

William I. Henderson, O.D.
Charlene Keating, O.D.
Philip R. Poulin, O.D.

¦

As a senior, getting together- a
resume and trying to figure out what
I'm going to do with the rest of my life
are supposed to be weighing down on
my consdous. Yet, with my mixed up
priorities, there are two things that I
truly want to accomplish before Igraduate, neither of which will impress the
people at career services. The first is to
become an adept fly fisherman. So far
this fall, the fish in the Kennebec have
all but laughed at my flies, so it
remains to be seen if that goal can be
achieved. The second, and more relevant to this column, is that I would like
to become a good cook.
I invite the cynidsm, espedally
from those kind residents of the senior
apartments who stood outdoors two
weeks ago as we waited for security to
rum off the fire alarm. Perhaps die heat
was up a little too high. All I can say is
that I turned my back on the stove for
a second, and before I knew it, the

ELM CITY CAB

P0ULIN & ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
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166 Silver Street
Waterville, ME G4901
(207) 873-3500

chicken was black as soot and the room
was full of smoke.' When a member of
security stopped by my room to investigate the mess that I'd made, he suggested that my roommates and I find
some girls to cook for us so as not to
burn down ihe apartments. Well, I
resented that. After retreating to the
dining halls for a few meals, I returned
tp kitchen with a.restored self esteem,
impressing my roommates with, only
somewhat burnt, chicken parmesan
over pasta.
v In case you're curious where this
inspiration derived, the answer has
everyth ing to do w ith a semester spent
in Italy.My host mother Tina, had a little piece of the magic that hangs
around many a kitchen in that beautiful country.Each night,I was treated to
a little taste of heaven. On my return to
thestates,my mother couldn't be more
excited when I informed her that I just
had to learn how to cook.
Since then, I have learned the basic
techniques of the art of cooking but I
have a great deal more to learn. On one
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A Menstrual Show: it's
"Wom an on Top" : sex and food not about what you think
MANGO AT THE MOVIES

By MANGO CHIN

By KELLY STOOS

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I will remember this movie for a
long time to come, partly because it is
my very first movie-viewing experience in Watervillethus far. It also has to
be one of the most ridiculously charming movies I've seen in a long long
time.
Basically, this romantic comedy is
about the power of love versus the
forces of nature. Though the title could
be easily assodated with a cheap pom
flick, if s actually much more innocent.
(Really,I swear it is!)
Penelope Cruz plays the part of the
beautiful Brazilian Isabella, who is
deeply devoted to her equally bodadous husband, Tonino. Isabella maybe
beautiful, bat she unfortunately has a
severe case of motion sickness.
Unable to dance, nde an automobile, elevator, or make love, Isabella
must find a way to function. To this
end, she finds the only way to control
her motion sickness is to be the one
leading, driving and "on top" (if you
know what I mean). To compensate for
this handicap, Isabella was given the
gift of culina_y expertise in spicy, exotic dish es, which she becomes famous
for. So, our "tale of love, motion sickness, and cooking" begins.

FOX SEAKCHLIGHT

Penelope Cruz as Isabella and Mark Feurerstein as Cliff in Fox
Searchlight' s "Woman on Top. ""
When her hubby Tonino, an excessively traditional and caveman-esque
male who couldn't handle Isabella's
handicap, is found having sexual intercourse with another woman (with him
on top), Isabella leaves for San
Francisco to find her cross-dressing
best friend, Monica. In a fit of desperation to fall out of love with Tonino, the
goddess of the sea grants Isabella the
power to never love Tonino again.

When her husband hunts her down in
San Francisco and tries to win back her
love the Brazilian way,the movie only
gets more interesting. The story altogether is unrealistic and corny,but in
such a way that you can't help but
laugh and genuinely enjoy the blatant
exaggerations and acting. On a scale of
one to five Colby Mules, I'd say this
film deserves about three white asses.
Until next time, beautifuls.

Bar Review

Beat the clock at Champs
By SARAH BELANGER

I HAVE DECIDED

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Champs: "If you don't beat the
clock, the clock beats you."
And with the profound words of
Matthew Reeber '01, 1 will begin this
week's Bar Review. Wednesday,
Sept. 27 was Senior Night at
Champions, making it an even more
memorable Beat the Clock Night.
(For those of you who have yet to
experience Champs, Wednesday
nights give the populace a chance to
drown their livers and save some
cash. Cups of the perennial favorite
Natural Light are available for 25
cents from 8:30-9:30 p.m., 50 cents
the next hour, then 75 cents for the
rest of the night.)
' There were a fair amount of
Colby kids there, sucking down bad
beers like Hoovers, and debating
whether or not to get their respective
swerves on.
Since the first time I went to
Champs last spring, I've done a lot
of thinking about what goes on
there,' perhaps too much. Anyhow,
that first nijht, not really knowing
what I was getting myself into, I
suckered a friend into coming with
me for some female support. I ended
up having a great time. Beth will
never, ever set foot in Champions
again. I've tried to get her to go with
me a few times since then, but she
has held her ground.
This has perp lexed me. In order
to figure out why she won't return, I
have decided to do an in-depth
analysis of what goes on at Champs
so that you can either decide to
embrace the sketchiness that is
Champs, or head for the high
ground. Now may be this is just my
whacked-out perception, but nevertheless, this is how I see Champions:

Arrival

Sort of like a deer-in-the-headlights feeling when you walk in and
think to yourself, "Why was this n

TO DO AN
IN-DEPTH
ANALYSIS OF
WHAT GOES ON
AT CHAMPS SO
THAT YOU CAN
EITHER DECIDE
TO EMBRACE THE
SKETCHINESS
OR HEAD FOR

Rental advice: go Disney

THE HIGH

By ZACK KAHN

THAT IS CHAMPS,

GROUND.
good idea?"
Orientation
Do a walk-through and locate
your friends, alleviating a little of
the initial fright, and do a general
crowd scan to scope out any
prospectives.
Feeding time
Make your first visit of the night
to the bar. Buy two beers because
everyone double-fists at Champs.
Find yourself a seat with all your
cohorts and drink. (This step can
last up to a few hours, interspersed
with trips to the bar and restroom.)
Choose your victim. Needs no
explanation.
Dance
Granted, not everyone dances,
but the later it gets, the more people
think they're John Travolta in
"Saturday Night Fever", and as one
faith ful Champs devotee so eloquently said, "I don't know if there's
ever a time that it's not sketchy on
the dance floor," I'm not saying this
condescendingly because I've partaken in the hedonism once or twice,
but, in general, it's crazy. Tight black

pants and colorful tiny tops abound.
Girls shake what their mothers gave
them on speakers. People bump and
grind in ways that seem to ignore
the laws of physics. It is disgusting,
but it is so much fun.
Make your exit
Who accompanies you depends
on the execution of the previous
steps.
In all seriousness, I think Champs
is a marvelous time. There's usually
a pretty good crowd, lots of locals,
and a representation of Colbyites,
It's definitely a cheap night out,
especially if you have friends who
aren't interested in going but don't
mind driving you around. It gives
you a chance to dance in an environment other than the Student Center
(who doesn't get a little thrill from
dancing on a speaker?), and it gives
you an excuse to revert to the behavior of a Mongol pillager, which can
be fun every once in a while, Just
don't ask Beth to go because she
won't do it,

WWF layet h the smacketh
down on entertainment
the se aspec t s axe what the Worl d
Wrestl ing Fe d era ti on (WWF) Is all
about,

The f unny thing is that most of

By MELV LADERA

STAFF WRITER

Tabled, I adders, chairs, scnntllyclnd women, raunchy but amus ing
catchphrnses, men in various costumes which nro mostly ti ghts, and
mind-numbing
violence , All of
¦ ¦
' '
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fictional life of Aunt Jemima, but
deconstructing the stereotypical
STATF WRITER
"¦Mammie"of the Civil War era.
Taking place in the intimate Mary
With a title like "Re/Membering
Aunt Jemima: A Menstrual Show," Low Coffeehouse, the actors drew
one probably wonders what this the audience in immediately with
play could possibly be about. I was their enthusiasm and quirky characasking myself the same thing as the terization. It was clear that a great
performance began and four deal of time was spent tackling the
women, Amtna Mclntyre '04, difficult dialect and language preMarisha Barlatier '04, Elizabeth sent throughout the play. Stone was
<C\A
Tm-nKiill
particularly enter*-n,A
auixiuuii
VI- W
-IVtaining in her porMeg Stone '01, IT WA S OBVIOUS
trayal of the vivacharged the stage,
dous and outspochanting
and THAT THE ACTORS
ken Aunt Jemima.
marching to attract
TOOK THE TIME TO All of the actors
audience attention.
were forced to
The short play, GRAPPLE WITH THE
take on multiple
written by Genda
roles, which was
Dickerson
and DEEPER SYMBOLISM
Breena Clark, was AND MEANING THAT at times confusing
but most often
dir ect ed
by
EMBODIED
THE
enhanced
the
Michelle-Nichole
unique
stylization
Rahmings '01 for THEMES OF THE
of the piece.
the student play
SHOW.
Though the script
reading
series
was comedic and
Playtime, sponlight, it was obvisored by the group Powder and Wig.
Given only two weeks to prepare for ous that the actors took the time to
the hour-long performance on Sept. grapple with the deeper symbolism
27, Rahmings was under a tight and meaning that embodied the
schedule not only to choose a piece themes of the show. These themes
but to cast and direct it as well. In included not only dismembering
choosing "A Menstrual Show," she society's stereotypes of African
hoped to address not only feminist American women, but also addressissues, but also those of racial and ing the rampant race and class
oppression still evident in the
class oppression in America.
The play's title, "Re/Membering United States.
Rahmings hoped that the audiAunt Jemima: A Menstrual Show,"
ence
was taken out of its comfort
actually reveals a great deal about
zone
enabling
them not just witness
the plot and characters of the play.
The four characters recount the trag- but to experience the radsm and
ic Life of the pancake icon Aunt class oppression that faces the charJemima and her 13 daughters in the acters. This goal was definitely met
style of a traveling minstrel (or men- as the actors bombarded the audistrual, if pronounced in the dialect ence with provocative plot lines and
language, disarming audience memof the play) show.
The pronunciation of menstrual bers and forcing them to see through
in fact has a deeper meaning, for the the eyes of a beaten but never conshow centers largely on women's quered African American woman.
The ne:xt Playtime performance
issues, including periodic references
will
be directed by Noah Charney
to hysterectomies. Rahmings feels
'02
and
performed Oct. 11 at 9:00
that
the title
is written
p.m.
in
the
Mary Low Coffeehouse.
"Re / Membering" because the characters are not simply retelling the

us enjoy watching it; the ratings
dori't lie. According to the Nielsen
rating system, WWF's ''Monday
Night Raw"; is the highest-rated
program on cable television, and
"WWF Smackdown" is UPN' s top
performer among all of its programs,
Professional wrestling has been
around for quite somo time, but it
was not until a few years back that
this type of sports entertainment
grew Into one of the hottest commodities in the U.S. , The WtyF is

now a maj or part of mains t r eam

entertainment, for it is a phenomenon that has branch ed out in to
other forms of entertainment and
has succeeded in expanding Its
;influence iit modern society.
Within the past few years, the
WWF has produced toys, hot-selling video games, CDs, cloth ing
lines, n listing on the stock
exchange, a new football league
(XFL), employee appearances in
television shows, movies, and
events, and even a few best-selling
authors, Tlie WWF has clearly out-

See WWF, continued on
page 7

A+E EDITOR

Many a Colby evening has been
spent watching videos, and many
an hour has been spent picking out
those videos, debating, complaining, and, of course, realizing that
there is only one video in the entire
room anyway.
My personal favorites aside, I
thought I would share with you
some ideas for videos if you need
some time out to curl up on the
couch. Mostly unused by the majority of Colby students is a fantastic
genie of movies that we have all
enjoyed in the past and should
probably be revisited. What, you
ask, excited and intrigued. Why,
Disney animated classics, of course.
I lost count a long time ago of the
Disney classics, the straight-tovideo sequels, etc, For me there will
only ever be the big; four: "Th e
Little Mermaid", "Beauty and the
Beast", "The Lion King", and, of
course, "Aladdin". These four are
perhaps some of the best put
together, most enterta in ing an d
purely enjoyable movies available
on video.
Who doesn't still get a thrill at
the magic carpet, the d angers the
youn g Simb a f aces , Ariel's deal
wit h tha t oct opus la dy an d, of
course, the final battle between the
Beast and that big hunter guy. You
know what I am talking about,
these are grfeat movies, f ully an d
beautifully animated, and musical s
to bo ot , Angela "Murder She
Wrote " Lansbury singing "Beauty
and the Beast." Lumierre the candle
presenting a full dancing-andsingirig dinner number. Robin
Will iams' classic performance as
the Genie of the Lamp, that romping number he sings about Prince
AH-ababwa, Fantastic, Need we go
to "The Little Mermaid" and mention i songs? "Under the Sea."
Enough said.
The first time I saw /The Little
Mermaid" J was very worried. I
knew the original story and knew it
waa a tragedy, In the Hans
Christian Anderson tale they don't
end up together, she drowns or

returns to the sea without her lover.
I was so worried all the little kids
would be so heartbroken and then,
when they live together happily
ever after, I was so happy. For that
moment I am forever in Disney's
debt. They took a tragic story and
made sunshine and rainbows.
Disney's crowning masterpiece was
undoubtedly "The Lion King". A
beautiful movie, amazingly animated animals and , of course, an original story, 'Toy Story" was original,
but other than that "Tlie Lion King"
remains the best, true Disney creation. Drawing on a combination of
Europ ean nn d Af r ican myths an d
l egen d s, Disney crafted a timeless
tale that can be enjoyed anytime
you want in y our very own dorm
room,
Now if you have seen all these
movies and i f y ou think they are
boring, then there is still an option
for you. Still go out and get these
movies. Borrow them from that girl
down the hall. I'm sure they are in
the library, rent them if you must.

Once you have them then take
some time, talk to people, do some
In tern et r esearch , and find out

about the little sexual things the
bored Disney animators put into
the movies, "Sex" in the clouds, and
whatever else thoy di d, Then watch
tlie movies, slow down and find the
known ones and look for others,
they've gotta bo there, those animators get bored and really creative,

Choice
"Dark Pine s
Under Water "

This land like a
mirror turns you
inward
And you become
a forest in a furtive
lake;
The dark pines
of your mind reach
downwar,
You dream in the
green of your time,
Your memory is
a row of sinking
pines.

Explorer, you tell
yourself this is not
what you came for
Although it is
good here, and
green;
You had meant
to move with a
kind of largeness,
You had planned
a heavy grace, an
anguished dream.

But the dark
pines of your mind
dip deeper
And you are
sinking, sinking,
sleeper
In an elementary
world;

There is something down there
and you want it
told.

by Gwendolyn
MacEwen, 1969, from
Canada: Our Century
Doubleday Canada
and Otherwise, Inc.
Edition, 1999/ •

WW F: men in
tights

Continued from page 6
done its rival companies World
Championship Wrestling (WCW)
and Extreme
Championship
Wrestling (ECW)..
The WWF crosses several Tines
with many issues that our society
wrestles with, no pun intended,
every day. Some critics fear that the
violence may have a reflection on
our society. What most of those
critics may not realize is that the
violence that is portrayed can be
too difficult to take seriously. It is
all cheesy fun, and that is what
most viewers enjoy about it. The
story lines are what really captivate
the viewer. The violence is just an
added bonus.
How long will it last? Many critics believe that the WWF is already
in its peak and that its popularity
should die out soon.
"I think it is a trend, a rather
pathetic one at that," said Dan
Schless '03.
Several viewers believe that the
public will grow out of this type of
entertainment. The only fact that
contradicts this prediction is that if
it indeed is a trend, it h as got t o be
one of the longest trends ever seen.
The WWF has been pulling in
viewers since the 80s.
For now, or until something
drastic happens, the WWF is one of
the things to watch. "Monday
Night Haw" still performed amazingly after its network switch to
TNN and MTV. Superstar Chyna's
feature on Playboy has recently hit
the shelves and is receiving a lot of
publicity.
The WWF presently has a solid
lineup of superstars that may cause
further success. The Rock,
Undertaker, Chyna, Mick Foley,
Triple H, Lita, Chris Jericho, Kurt
Angle, and the returning Stone
Cold Steve Austin are only a few
names that will probably succeed
beyond their careers in the WWF.
The WWF's superstars are in hot
demand. From Jay Leno to cookbooks- the WWF has captured our
whole society and until those
catchphrases like "Do you smell
what the Rock is cookin'?" and
"Suck it", begin . to disappear, the
WWF is a part of our society. As
long as the American people want
to see the scantily clad women,
whimsical story lines, and people
thrown into tables, the WWF will
be here to stay.

Performance art finds its way into the Spa
cheer on their friends, some using
the friendly atmosphere to plan
their next move of an evening
whose candle was far from burnt
out. A sing-along version of "Lean
on Me" warmed up the crowd,
with some upperdassmen suggesting to their friends, "Hey, we
should sway." A small scrap of
paper and a pencil passed from
table to table as selections were
made and performances were
planned.
The night of karaoke intensified
with a dynamic rendition of
Sinatra's "Mew York, New York",
and, while the rhythm meandered
away from the song us Yankee fans
all know and love, the tour-deforce concluded with great
applause and appreciative , laughter.
Even the sports teams engaged
BRAD SEYMOUR/COLBY ECHO
in the festivities. Three freshmen
[L-R] Alison Aiello '01,Constance Keener '02, and Coy Dailey '01
from the soccer team reluctantly
mumbled through "(I want it) that
way," encouraged by their older
first
ni
New
Year.
of
the
Jewish
ght
By MICHAEL GREENA set of tables near the front teammates. A special, presidential
BERG
bustled with students eagerly gaz- treat followed.
STAFF WRITER
Move over Bill Clinton, Colby
ing at binders filled with song
numbers that could be performed doesn't need your sax playing. Our
Literature, music, and plain old using the karaoke machine and a very own SGA president, Justin
fun enveloped the Spa Friday small monitor to display the lyrics. Ehrenwerth '01 and Mike Foster
night, as students gathered for the Up above the floor, students clus- '01, serenaded everyone at the Spa
karaoke fanfare. Creativity and tered on the balcony, some eager to with a comical performance of
humor saturated the air on this

Louis Armstrong's classic "What A
Wonderful World", followed by a
few cameos in some R&B tunes.
Even professors could be found
cooling down to the healthy atmosphere. Randy Jones from the
Computer Science department
spent some time at the pinball
machine in the arcade. An impersonation pf Britney Spears proved
that the night would . be full of
humor, along with a dash of seriousness.
Yes, while some of us were eating apples and honey up at the
senior apartments, partying like
if s 2000, or simply hanging out in
a dorm, the Poetry Slam and
Karaoke night showcased some of
the less-publicized talents of our
community.
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Ifc would mean
tie world to tkem.
Recycling _eej)» working la pmto<t
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Environmefltal Defonsc Fu«_, 257
P4rk Avenn * Soutk , New Yort, NY
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And, get this, your mom and dad can wire y o umoney
whenever you need it -- free.

jP
It doesn't rain in your room.
There's no traffic and no cluirgefor parkin g.
Yoit don't have to line up or drive through.
Ther e's fust you, an often-annoy ing mate or two,
And yourcomputer.
That's the beauty part.

Logm to pniWW.CompuB ^^
Click on Circle of Friends '" to learn how you can
earn $40 for each friend you refer who opens and f u n d s
a CompuBank account.

Because there 's your hank. Right on your computer.
CompuBank is a real batik in every way. You get free
basic checking, free savings, access to free ATM
networksand a CompuBank Visa check card you can use
www.riversidefarmmarket.com
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Youcan open an account right online
and approval can happen in minutes.
Or call us at at 888-479-9292.
We ju st may turn out to be your favorite roommate.
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Only one mile from campus!
Bear right before heading
towards Hillside. Left at stop
sign . On vour left.

Here's What's Flaying Friday, Oct. 6
through Thursday, Oct. 12

THE TAO OP STEVE
R Nightly ut St 10,7:00 undR:!0
Alto MniincM Snl,/Sun./Mon. nt 3:20

WOMAN
ON TOP
R Nightly at 7:10
Alio Mnllncoi Siit.ASun./Mon . nt 3:10

NURSE B-ETTY
3;00 anil 8:30
R Nightly ut
Alio MmIimci Snt,/Sim./Mon. ut 1:00

THOMAS AND THE MAQIC
RAILROAD
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Mules beat Monks, but lose
to Camels in field hockey

DEmS'TAflED
OF THE "WEEK

By CHRIS DELUCIA

Colby Wateir Polo

STAFFWRITER

, After losing a tough doubl- overtime game the previous week, the
Colby field hockey team returned to
ife y horiie^ fidd and won at St.
Josieph's Coltege, 3-2. However, the
White Mules were unable to maintain their momentum the following
game against Connecticut College,
losing 3-0 at home.
Against the Monks, the White
Mules conceded the first goal early
in the first half,but six minutes later,
Becca Bruce '02 evened the score
with a goal to make it 1-1at the half.
In the second half,Colby opened the
scoring with a goal by Lyndsay
Peters '03. After fte Monks tied the
game at 2-2, Caroline Riss '03 scored
what proved to "be the game-winner
halfway through the second half.
Strong goaltendirtg by both co-captain Jane Steveas '01 and Carrie
Torrisi '02 preserved the victory for
the Mules.
According to co-captain Becky
Downing '01, "ifs tough to get psyched for non-league games," but
Colby was able to overcome the difficulty. In addition, they responded
to what Downing termed "a physical game," commenting that the
White Mules "usually play a finesseoriented style." However, Colby was
able to change its game plan to
accommodate die different style of
PlayUnfortunately, the Mules could
not win two in a row, and lost a
tough match to Connecticut College.

Despite being on "Double Secret" Probation ,
Golby water poloRemained as tight .as their
Speedos at the Bates Invitational.

"We had fun, but the wholes havin g to swim
thin g was kind of a downer/ '
-Hank Warneek '03
Warneck finished the weekend with two
brillian t face saves.
AMITY BURR / THE COLBY ECHO

Men 's soccer still looking for first NESCAC win
up big again and was able to
record
his first shutout. Captain
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Bill Getty '01 affirmed, "we domiColby ended another week nated the game and it was good to
with split games with, a win get our first shutout."
This dominating play continagainst the University of Southern
ued
into the Mules' next 44 minMaine and Saturday's loss to
utes
of play as they faced the
After
College.
Connecticut
Camels
of Connecticut College. As
evening their record against the
the
game
opened up Colby's passSouthern Maine Huskies, the
ing
was
crisp
and their ball control
men's soccer team fell to 2-3-1
was
superior.
However, they often
overall and still lacks a win in the
found
themselves
unable to put
New England Small College
the
ball
in
the
net.
In the 22nd
Athletic Conference. The team still
'02
minute,
David
Manning
,
feels that in order to win they
slipped
a
pass
to
Noam
Dorros
have to finish the goal-scoring
opportunities they have. They face '01, who pushed the ball past
a busy week with a game against Connecticut's goalie and into the
the University of
Maine- goal. From here the Mules continFarmington on Thursday and ued to play well until just before
back-to-back NESCAC games this half time of the match where they
allowed a goal that tied the game
weekend.
At Southern Maine the Mules and gave the Camels the momencontrolled play for almost 70 min- tum into haiftime.
"We fell asleep in the 44th
utes of the game. However, they
said head coach Mark
minute,"
were unable to capitalize on their
Serdjenian.
scoring opportunities and were
Connecticut carried its momenforced into overtime once again.
tum
strong into the second half
Twelve minutes into the first overtime Sean Skulley '02 came adding four goals in ten minutes
through to end the game with a and sealing its victory with 20
left-footed blast into the far corner minutes to play in the game.
of the goal. He received a pass Serdjenian blames the second half
from Brian Mitchell '03 at the top play simply on human error. There
of the 18-yard box and let the shot was a clear lack of defensive trackgo from there. The Huskies were ing as Connecticut's forwards and
only able to put one shot on net midfielders often ran free in
the entire game. .Goalie Justin Colby's half. Getty pointed to
Amirault '01 was forced to come three areas that were serious factors in the loss. First, the Mules

By MICHAEL SHEA

;~Nip# Eyeglasses #i^!:

PHOTO BY BRAD SEYMOUR/ THE COLBY ECHO

J

Men's soccer plays hard but is unable to clinch a NESCACwin in

J
:?

Saturday's game against Connecticut College.

didn't get enough shots on goal
for the amount of time that they
possessed the ball. Second, the
team couldn't score on their
opportunities in the first half, and
third, the team didn't mark its
assigned defenders in the second
half. Getty's second point becomes
clear when seeing that Colby had
the advantages in both shots and
corner kicks.
The Mules will be tested again
in the coming week. They will be
forced to work for their goals
against University of MaineFarrnington, a very defensiveminded team. They will look to
dominate possession, capitalize on

their opportunities, and prevent
Maine's counter attack. The weekend brings two NESCAC matches
against Trinity and Williams. This
may be the most important weekend of the season for the Mules
thus far. Looking to reach the
NESCAC tournament and postseason play, they will be in a difficult position if they are unable to
walk away with at least one victory. In regards to the ' upcoming
games, Serdjenian feels that his
team needs to "finish more and
give up less" in order to be successful.
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Despite producing 20 shots on goal,y
the Camels' stingy goaltending kept
die Mules scoreless. The main factor .
in the garjie was the difference in ,
penalty corners. The Camels had the
advantage, getting 15, while the
Mules only received four. The lack of corners definitely hurt Colby since,;
as Downing put it, "they are one of
^
our strong points." The shortage .
took away from the Colby game
plan, and the Mules were unable to .
generate offense in other ways, .
However; forward Sari Gilbert '04 .
played a strong game offensively for.
the Mules in the losing effort.
"We played well, but the combi-. .,
nation of missed opportunities [by .
Colby] and strong play on their
^
part" proved to be the difference,^,
noted Downing. In addition, the,
Camels -were able to take advantage,
of the few Colby mistakes and turnthem into scoring opportunities.
The games give Colby an overall
record of 3-4, and a New England
Small College Athletic Conference. - .
record of 0-4. This means that Colby !
must win all five of their remaining >'
iii-conference games to reach the
NESCAC playoffs. This fact, coin- ,^
bined with a tougft remainingsched-,
ule, makes it a difficult task,but one.
that is still possible to accomplish.

($45,00J ot> any in>-3f oe&tuxedorental
Q/ k u arft cp in at leaatone week 6efite the event
to teaewe a aw at t/if o / >uce.
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Volleyball rallies behind
balan ced attack

DI-^^ TA'TORS
OF THE WEEK
Danny. .' Noyes
*02
and '
Christine O'Donnell '03

By J ONATHAN ICK
CO-SPORTS EDITOR

w • The Colby womea's volleyball

team played last weekend at die Bates
• •invitational .in Lewiston. While
. ,plajgued by inconsistent play earlier in
the season, the team appears to have
put together a balanced attack that
will be crucial for quality play over
long tournament weekends.
The weekend opened with a tough
Colby loss to Springfield College
*.Friday night 1-15, 5-15, 11-15.
Kimberly Prescott '04 was sidelined
* «*vith an illness, and her absence
rf caused the team to struggle early on
as the new starting lineup learned to
work together. However, the Mules
made a quick turnaround Saturday,
smashing St. Joseph's 15-1, 15-3, 15-4
in the process. Abbey Stella '04 came
up big with eight kills in her starting
*-debut. Laurel Burnham '03 rose to the
challenge of filling in for Prescott by
1^posting four aces and 22 assists.
*i "Burnham and Stella really turned
it on this weekend and made some big
plays," said co-captain Reagan Carey
'01.
Later in the day, the team defeated
Oneonta 15-8, 8-15, 15-6, 15-11 and
saw even more impressive play from
" Burnham as she broke Colby's fourgame record for assists; the old record
*ot 43 was demolished by her 48. She
*also added four digs to her totals,
which is considered to be very impressive from the setter position. Stella,
Alyssa Henley '04, and co-captain
Amanda Cuiffo '01 accounted for the
majority of the kills in the match.
Stella had 15, Henley 18, and Cuiffo
concluded with 16 kills and 12 digs.
Wrapping up weekend play, the
Mules defeated a skilled Wheaton
?team 15-4, 9-15, 8-15, 15-5, 15-9. The
captains led the way as Cuiffo and
Carey finished with 13 kills apiece.

Cuiffo and fellow captain Jessica
Weisbein '01 also had 13 digs each. In
the match, Cuiffo stood out as she
established a school record for a fivegame match with seven aces.
"We talked about confidence and
consistency and we've decided that
we want to be a team to contend
with," said Carey.
The strong numbers from this
weekend show definite movement in
a winning direction.Stella finished the
weekend hitting over .400, with 35
kills to only five errors. Burnham, who
runs the offense from the setter position, brilliantly led the dub. Head
coach Candace Parent was quick to
note her outstanding play throughout
Saturday's matches.
The Mules have begun to focus on
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference tournament this
weekend at Colby.
In reference to the tough defeats at
the MIT Invitational last weekend,
Parent said, "Last weekend was
extremely competitive but we had
hursts ot outstanding play. During the
second day of competition, we were
exhausted and that kept us from being
where we wanted to be,"" she said.
"Cuiffo had 90 swings in two matches
and was def initely feeling the fatigue.
However, we have begun to split up
the attack more. Everyone has pulled
together."
After great success this weekend,
the team is arodous to challenge Bates
at 7 p.m. Friday night Oct. 5, and
Middlebury, Williams, and Hamilton
Saturday, Oct. 6.
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Noyes was a lethal component of the Colby football offense in .
their 28-21 Win over Middlebury. He caught passes totaling 142
yards, ran for 93 yards and scored two touchdowns. Noyes was
also named NESCAC Co-Offensive Player of the Week.
O'Donnell came up big for women's soccer against Connecticut
College by scoring both goals in the win. She leads the team with
six goals for the year. She was also last year's leading scorer with
13 goals.
AMITY BURR / THE COLBY ECHO

Colby 's " speed racer " pedals to the to p
By J ONATHAN ECK
CO-SPORTS EDITOR

Riding a bike through the trails
surrounding our Mayflower Hill
campus is one thing. Riding up and
down New England's mountains is a
totally different game. Colby's Matt
Nalesnik '03 has been racing down
some of the east coast's toughest
courses and taking home top prizes
en route.
In just his second season of racing,
Nalesnik, who spent the summer
competing in the Sport Division, won
three of the four races in the Trail 66
Series along with the Chevy Trucks
National Championship Series Race
at Mt. Snow. The Trail 66 Series runs
out of the American Skiing Company
Mountains. Included are Sugarloaf,
Sunday River, and Attitash, with the
final race also at Mt. Snow.
While pleased at coming close to
sweeping that series (Nalesnik
dropped back to fifth at Mt. Snow
after sustaining a flat tire), his greatest feat of the season was taking
home top honors within his division
at the Chevy Trucks National
Championships. The event featured
every pro racer in the country and the
course posed a real technical challenge to every competitor. Nalesnik
came up big.
This summer Nalesnik also spent
three weeks racing in Austria against
very stiff competition. He competed
at the Uphill Trophy in Zell am See,
Austria. Sept. 17, he began racing in
the even more competitive expert
division at a race in Reid State Park
near Bath, ME. He also competed in
Exeter, NH at the "Mud in Your Eye
500," where he finished third.
"My focus is on racing expert all
of next year and to hopefully climb
the ranks of expert races," said
Nalesnik. The world of mountain
bike racing has a new competitor to
fear and he will be at the finish before
we know it.
Nalesnik began racing at the age
of 14 when one of his best friends'
older brothers became interested in
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the sport. The initial attempts at competing were not what Nalesnik was
hoping for and he found himself taking a break from the sport after tries
at the beginner and sport levels.
However, it was not long before
he found his way back onto the trails.
A highly successful Nordic skier during high school and his first year at
Colby, Nalesnik's search for cross
training brought him back out to the
mountains. After finding a love for
the sport last summer, Nalesnik
decided to narrow his focus to mountain biking.
"I was discouraged by my ski performance last year. At the same time,
I realized that I couldn't do as well as
I wanted to in school with a sport
involving that much commitment
during the year," he said. The flexibility of mountain bike training has
given him the freedom that he needPHOTO COURTESY OF MATT NALESNIK
ed.
A nordic skiing background gives Nalesnik competing at Mt. Snow this summer.
Nalesnik a large advantage over
many of his fellow competitors. His specialty, cross-country, features long be seen on area trails and out at Prof,
endurance, ability to push through races over varying terrain. Racers Ben Mathes' house.
pain, and experience in individual begin in a mass start and fight for
"Professor Mathes has land. Ifs
sports have all helped give him a position over the entire race.
technical, hand-built single track,
large edge over fellow competitors.
Mountain bike racing is no sport Thafs my favorite place to ride," said
Nalesnik's technical skill has also for the faint at heart. Races can some- Nalesnik. Expect to see Nalesnik atop
been crucial to his success. Most races times result in brutal injuries. In his the rankings of expert mountain biktend to be very technical and that is races this summer, Nalesnik saw two ing in no time.
where the skilled riders are separated broken collarbones and countless
from the pure athletes. Since the races cuts and bruises. At Attitash, a girl
tend to last around an hour and a half who finished two minutes behind
_fT*TTTTT'i»
i |___M_i_i____L______________;
^
^ iga
(as opposed to two minutes in a him closed out the race with her face
downhill mountain bike race), the covered in blood. She had fallen, hit a
focus is on endurance. Cross-country rock, and split her nose in half. The
^JjJj Ii-mJLIJJliX ______-_CH_^^^TPWF
skiing seemed to provide that back- sport can provide some appalling
ground.
sights.
There are three different types of
Riding his Gaiy Fisher Sugar 1
races for mountain bikers. Riders can (the same bike that the women's
•M ^rn-f Pu i" ! ¦¦¦i mi prom
either compete in downhill, dual World Cup winner and Olympic gold
Everything is homemade
slalom, or cross-country. In downhill, medalist races on, and the same ride
Inexpensive
one racer goes at a time, taking a lift used by the Gary Fisher Saab racing
to the top of the mountain and then team), Nalesnik looks to continue to Extensive wine fc beer list
ripping down rocky sections toward finish high as he moves into the
Cinema
Aflacent to RR ¦
a finish at the bottom. Dual slalom expert division, where races last over
pairs two races against each other on two hours. If he can fully devote himcourses filled with jumps and berms self to training; sponsorship seems
and outlined by flags. Dual slalom is like a reachable goal at some point
a cross between freestyle skiing and down the road. On weekdays the
alpine racing on a bike. Nalesnik's blur that is Nalesnik and his bike can
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Mules kick the Panth ers back to Vermont
By JONATHAN ECK
CO-SPORTS EDITOR

Colby football turned in yet
another big time performance as the
Mules avenged last year's loss to
Middlebu ry College. In the process,
the team seemed to be making a
statement to the entire New England
Small College Athletic Conference:
Colby is the real thing.
With a 28-21 win over
Middlebury, the club opens the year
with an impressive 2-0 record. The
last time the Mules opened with that
record was during the Nixon
Administration (1972). Head coach
Tom Austin has plenty of reason to
be proud of his club.
"The kids have done a tremendous job. Our two captains and our
older kids have set a high standard
for work and conduct both on and
off the field. It's a very unselfish
team," said Austin.
In Saturday's game, quarterback
Pat Conley '03 continued to post
quality numbers as he went 18-30,
threw three touchdowns, one interception, and to taled 227 yards in the
air. Middlebury was the first to get
on the board at 8:56 when star senior
running back Bryan Sanchez eluded
Mule defenders and sprinted 53
yards and into the end zone. Andy
Statires chipped in the extra point to
put the Panthers on top 7-0.
Colby was quick to strike back as
Conley hit Danny Noyes '02 on a 43yard touchdown play with 6:28 left
in the first quarter. Place kicker Keith
Jonassen '02 put the extra point
attempt through the upright s to tie
the score 7-7. For the rest of the half,
it was all Colb y. The Mules added
anot her seven w hen Conle y found
Andy Tripp '01 for a 54-yard touchdown. Again, Jonassen connected on
the extra point at 8:08.
The Colby defense held firm
against Sanchez and Middlebury as
they forced the Panthers to punt on
their next two possessions. Colby
increased the gap to 20-7 when
Noyes carried t h e ball 80 yards for
the third Colby touchdown.

Jonassen converted the extra point
attempt. Noyes had a brilliant game,
finishing with ten catches amounting to 142 yards and six rushes
adding up to 93 yards , for a total of
235 yards. For his efforts, he was recognized as NESCAC Co-Offensive
Player of the Week. On the next
Middlebury possession, Panther
quarterback Scott Roberts (14 for 27
with two touchdowns, two interceptio ns, and 130 yards) was picked off
by Colby defensive back Lee Carlson
'03, at the Colby 45-yard line. Six
plays later, Dave McGeehan '01
reeled in a 17-yard Conley touchdown pass. Following the extra
point, Colby led 28-7.
During the second half of play,
Middlebury came out fresh and
fought hard against the Mules offensive attacks. Nevertheless, neither
offense could get going as interceptions and punts became more frequent. Luke Webster '03 snagged an
interception at one point, but a f ailed
conversion attempt on a fourth-andtwo at the Middlebury two-yard line
handed the ball over to the Panthers.
Both the Panthers and Mules continued to struggle offensively until 3:07
remain ed in th e t h ird and
Middlebury scored on a one-yard
touchdown pass from Roberts to Zac

PHOTO B-7 KELLY MARTIN / THE COLBY ECHO

Danny Noyes '02 beats out the Middlebury defense as he did all afternoon r torching the Panthers for
235 all-purpose yards and two touchdowns. He was named NESCAC Co-offensive p layer of the week.
Campbell.
With Colby still up 28-14, both
teams' offenses were unable to produce any points until Middlebury
scored during their last possession
with 1:09 left to go in the game. After
driving to the seven-yard line,
Roberts tossed a touchdown to John
Dickie and Statires made the extra
point to bring the Panthers within
seven.
Middlebury's Mike Frissora
kicked an oa-side attempt out of
bounds to pass the ball off to Conley
and the Mules.After kneeling on the
ball twice, Colby closed out another
win.
Sanchez, perhaps the best back in
the NESCAC conference, managed
to gain 213 yards on 29 carries. Even
so, he was held to a single touchdown .
"We'll give Sanchez his numbers
as long as we come away with the
victory. In the past the defense has

had to carry a lot of the load, but
with the offense working as they are,
we don't Jiave to play mistake-free,"
said captain Mark D'Ambrosio '01.
Co-captain Drew Johnson '01
agreed with D'Ambrosio. "Even
though Sanchez ran the ball well
against us, we only gave up one big
play and we were successful in shutting down other dimensions of their
offense. . Late in the game they were
forced to throw the ball more and
that played into one of our
strengths," said Johnson.
Austin pointed out the fact that
the team made "bi g plays at critical
times." Most notably when Matt
Carter '01, a lineman, sprinted up
the field quicker than Austin has
ever seen him run, as he pursued
and eventually placed a punishing
hit on Middlebury's Andy Steele following a Middlebury fumble recovery.
Austin also noted a point when

Women s soccer controls Camels

PHOTO BY DR/VD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO

Lizzy Rice '02 evades the Camel defense, moving the ball down the field f or Colby,

By SUZANNE SKINNER

"I don't think Connecticut College wns up to
our level in the first half ," said Huber.
"Colby seemed to be controlling the play," said
spec t a tor Chr ist ine P ennypn cker '04,
Fifteen minutes Into the game, Colby ha d
scored the first goal on n strike from Christine
O'Donnell '03. The Mules spent the rest of the half
directing the game and exhibiting their skills.
With 12:30 left in the first half, Colby cemented
it's domtnnnt position when O'Donnell scored
again, making the score 2-0,
Although Colby conti nued to p iny well in the
second hnlf , the Cornels stepped up and begnn to
make the game more even as both teams vied for
control of the game, The players ran back and

BUSINESS MANAGER

The women 's soccer team dominated
Connecticut College Saturday, winning the game
2-0, This win is characteristic of a team which
assistant coach Christine Huber describes as "the
best in the conference ," Although they have rot
won till of their gomes, the White Mules have
exhibited talent nnd determination throughout
the season nnd should do well in the NESCAC
tournament.
From die beginning of the fi rst half, the White
Mules let the Connecticut College Camels know
who was In control,
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forth with each team's offense connecting with
the ball and attempting to place it in the net. At
the same time, each team's defense thwarted the
offense's efforts and the second half remained
scoreless,
This Saturday's game is evidence of the Mules'
skills, which were not as evident earlier in the season. The Mules have had some heart-breaking
losses.
"The Tufts game was a very disappointing
loss," said captain Sara Lovitz '01.
Leading 2-0 with only 20 minutes left to the
game, the White Mules thought they had won.
Taking advantage of Colby's over confidence, the
Tufts' offense quickly scored two goals. Having
alread y played two games that week, "we just ran
out of steam," said Lovitz, and the Mules lost in
double overtime. It was "one of the most disappointing losses I've ever had," she snid.
The Mules suffered another disappointing loss
when they played Amherst, The Colby women
were trying out their new zone defense.
According to Huber, the two goals Amherst
scored resulted from mistakes mnde with the new
defense. With practice, however, the White Mules
have perfected this strategy nnd no longer make
those types of errors,
The victory agninst Connecticut College has
given the White Mules confidence and drive,
"If s the best game we plnye d a ll seas on," said
{Catherine Egan '01, "If we keep ploying how we
can, I' m pretty confident we could beat anyone in
the NESCAC"
This weekend, the Colby women will face
Williams and Trinity, Tlie outcome of these gnmes
is a d ecid i ng f actor in the Mules ' place i n the
NESCAC tournament, but coaches, captains, and
players are all confident that if they play tho way
they did aga ins t the Camels, they should win
again.
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Middlebury had the ball on a fourthand-three from the Colby 10-yard
line. Pressure on Roberts flushed the
Panther quarterback out of the pocket as he made a pass that Jason
Brooks '02 broke up to prevent a
touchdown and halt the drive.
Colby's offensive line pressured
Roberts and controlled the
Middlebury ground game. As a
result, the Panthers were forced to
make passes as Colby exploited a
Middlebury weakness with the
Mules' strong pass defense.
A good amount of the Mules'
offensive success can be contributed
to the quarterback, Conley.
"If s been important for Conley to
take a leadership role on offense.
He's real smooth and makes us feel
at ease at all times. He's certainly a
pleasant surprise who's really surpassed our expectations," said
D'Ambrosio.
Austin was generally pleased

with the play on both sides of the
5?
ball.
"We've had good complementary*
play between the offense and the
defense. Thafs something we're
going to try to build on each week,"
said Austin.
If the team can refine its details of
assignment and improve on overall
execution, anything seems possible.
However, the team focus is on each,
new week and Mule football itself.
In the evenly matched NESCAC*
conference, the losing team often
beats itself.
On Oct. 7 the Mules face
Wesleyan University at 1:30 p.m. in
what promises to be a thrilling game
for Homecoming weekend.
"We still have yet to play a com- '
plete game. We just want to sharpen
it up offensively,defensively, and on^
special teams, It's Homecoming and
we're going to be pumped for that.
Playing a complete game is our top
focus right now," said D'Ambrosio.
Austin echoed his captain's statements.
"This football league is so balanced that anyone can beat the other
team on any given Saturday. If s the
team thafs the most focused and the
team that creates the most opportunities that is going to win," he said..
"We have no control over what
Wesleyan shows up and does. We dS
have control over the Mules. If we
line up right and execute, it should
be a very good game." .
The student body has control
over the fan support. Bring your parents and cheer on Colby's reborn
team.

Colby crew learns from
the Textile River Regatta
By GARRETT KEPHART
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Colby completed another successful season of rowing in the
spring of 2000, as the men's junior
varsity eight won bronze at New
England's and the women's junior
varsity eight won the gold at New
England's and the silver at
Champion's International Regatta .
With this strong nucleus of returning sophomores, juniors , an d
seniors, Colby crew is looking forward to another year of rowing at
the highest level,
With all this promise, there are
also numerous changes. Gone are
eight senior men and four senior
women rowers. More substantially though , are the losses of both
the head coach of four years, Mark
Da"vis, and assistant coach, AJ
Miller, Even with these major
losses, the crew team appears
solid going into the fall season of
head racing with coxswain Mike
Gibson '01 and Chris Moneta '03
as co-captains. In addition, the
energ etic new head coa ch, Stew
Stokes, leads the young Mules
int o anoth er compet¦ i t ive season of
rowing. , '
On Sunday, Oct. 1 the men and
wom en's crew teams traveled to
Lowell, Massachusetts to rac e in
the Textile Elver Regatta, the f irst
head race of the fall. The men's
rncors rowed In both the open and
club eights, while the women rowers ra ced in the Open Eight
Stokes commented on the Mules
performance
this weekend:
"Overall, it was a good day for the
Colby crews, The men's club eight
and women's open eight races
wetc n good start to the new senson for a young squad which saw
eight men and four women graduate In 2000 and has four juni or
women abroad for the fall semestor. Both crews executed their race
plans well nnd were pleased with

'*
the race.
As this is the first race of the^
year for all the crews involved, it
is a chance to gauge how training
is going so far and what needs to
be improved for the rest of the
year. The men's Open Eight result
was disappointing, The fact that
six of the eight rowers had raced
earlier in the club eight race may
hove affecte d their performance 4
during the six miles of hard rac- 1
ing, Never the less, it was a valuable learning experience for 3
' ;;
young crew.
"It wns great to have nice roWing conditions and face some solid
competition in our first race of the
season. Although disappointed
with our f i nish i n the open eig ht",
the rac e g ave our young vars ity
crew some goo d exp er ience, with *
which we hope to bu ild on as the
season progresses," sai d team
member Aaron Hcnkler '03.
Henkler,Todd Brooks '03, Moneta;
and varsity stroke Pete Morelli '02
were all a part of the Colby boat
that crossed the Atlantic to race at '
the famous Henley Regatta ir\^
England this past summer,
Colby 's next race will be the*
H ead of the Messa j onskee Lake
this Sunday, with the first race
starting at 10:30 a.m, This is a CBB
event, so our rowers need support. Following the Head of the
Messfllonskee, thoy will be in
Hookaet , New Hampshire for th
^
New Hampshire Champion-ships*
'_
on Saturday, Oct, 14,
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